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Abstract

The southwestem Indian Ocean is characterized by significant inter-annual

dimate variability and numerous tropical cyclones. Long-and short-term

variability and associated oceanic and atmospheric fields are analyzed using

model-assirnilated data. The evolution of monsoon circulations associated with

composite tropical cyclones diStinguished by track is studied. Case study

tropical cyclones are investigated and impacts evaluated through comparison of

'real' and 'model' datasets.

The seasonal variability of intense TC is studied through composite, statistical

correlation analysis, cross-modulus wavelet-filter, hovmoller analysis and multi

variate modeling.

The intense rc index is characterized with biennial to decadal cycles that may

be related with the QBO and the ocean thennohaline circulation respectively.

The decade 1960-69 was the most active while 1980-89 was the least active in

terms of intense tropical cyck>ne days in SWIO. New predictors are uncovered

that significantly improve the seasonal prediction of intense tropical cyclones.

The new multivariate models are perfonning about 42 % better than the

previous model of Jury et al (1999) in the period 1960-2002. One predictor is

the geopotential height (explaining 31 % TC days variability) in the southeast

Pacific. It appears to foretell of downstream oscillations in the sub-tropical jet

stream which bifurcates and govern wind shear over the Indian ocean. A duct

pattern seems to promote negative vortidty anomalies of -2.0X10 6 s-1 and

convergenceanomalies of +1.2X10 6 s-l over SWIG.
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An anti-phase aSSOCiation between South America monsoon convection and

intense TCs is found through the Atlantic Zonal circulation especially in the

ENSO years. A mild La Nina type of mode is favorable for more TCs. A

westward propagating cyclonic circulation is coupled with a transient ocean

Rossby wave in respect of the year-to-year variability in tropical cyclone days in

theSWIO.

The fish resources of the SWIO are negatively associated with intense TC days,

e.g. more TC implies lower catch rates. The east South African fish catch also

responds to the GPH wave three patterns.

The daily variability is investigated through composite, hovmoller analysis,

standard empirical tables and equations.

Daily sequences of composite conditions for tropical cyclones moving west,

southwest and southward are compared. A link is established with the northem

sub-tropical jet stream that may influence the intensity and track of cyclones in

the SWIO. The temporal and spatial variability of TC rainfall and radial winds is

significant. Westward and southwestward-moving TCs have rain bands of

rainfall intensity of 30 mrn h-l that affect the equatorial region.

Southwestward-moving TC maintains its intensity while southward-moving TC

endures rapid kinematic and thermodynamic transformation. Westward-moving

TC suffers from the blocking effect of Madagascar highlands.

In our case study analysis, it is found that the NCEP model consistently

underestimates wind speed by a factor of two within a 300 km radius of tropical

cyclones, when compared to QuikSCAT satellite winds. As a consequence swel~



driven storm suryes are also underestimated. Infrared and microwave satellite

rainfall comparisons are done and results are presented.



Preface

Small islands and coastal countries in the south West Indian Ocean (SWIO) are

vulnerable to tropical cyclone erG variability. Cyclonic marine-weather systems

often impact negatively on resources and natural ecosystems. Abrupt

cyclogenesis and high seas increase the risks of marine-environmental hazards

and threaten the coasts of the region. Understanding short tenn marine

weather, cyclone impacts and its prediction will improve mitigation strategies

such that there could be a more sustainable use of marine resources and a

greater potential for eco-tourism.

The main goals of this research are to describe and investigate the causes and

mechanisms of intense tropical cyclone variability and their predictability

potential. The drculation climatology surrounding TC distinguished by track and

marine-weather related cyclone impacts are analyzed and evaluated in the

context ofmarine resources and environment in the SWIO.

To achieve these goals, the following objectives are considered.

1. Establish causes and mechanisms of seasonal intense TC variability.

2. Develop and improve multi-variate statistical models for the prediction of

intense TC days in the SWIO.

3. Understand the daily synoptic drculation surrounding selected TCS,

distinguished by track.



4. Understand the link between intense TC variability and marine resources

(e.g. fisheries) in the western Indian ocean.

5. To study short tenn marine-weather variability and evaluate TC impacts

by romparison of direct and indirect methods of observation.

The thesis contains eight chapters.

The first chapter provides an introduction, background of the research problem,

motivation, objectives and hypothesis of this study. It also examines current

knowledge and findings regionally and globally. Chapter 2 describes the data

and methods used to fulfil! this study.

Chapter 3 is the beginning of the analysis and is roncemed with establishing

spatial ocean-climate pattern associated with TC days. Chapter 4 considers the

degree of association and physical tele-connection between variables and their

stability of association with time series of intense TC days. The temporal

characteristics of the TC days index is also studied.

Chapter 5 focuses on developing multivariate statistical models for the

prediction of TC days in the SWIO. The models are validated to test their

operational reliability. The model temporal characteristics, predictive stability

and cross associations are examined. The physical mechanisms and suspected

causes of TC variability are examined. Unks are established with the marine

resources of the region (Le. fish catch).



Chapter 6 concentrates on the evolution of the daily circulations around

selected TCs dependent on track. Important differences in kinematic and

thermodynamic processes between TC trajectories are considered for

operational forecast and impact evaluation.

Chapter 7 examines marine-weather and cyclonic impacts in the SWIO. An

evaluation of impacts is proVided by comparing direct and indirect methods of

observation.

The last chapter takes an overview of scientific issues addressed in this

research. It summarizes the main results and provides a discussion to

synthesize the main results. Contributions of this research are highlighted and

recommendations are then put forward to improve future research and

operational capacities in marine weather, cyclone impacts and prediction in the

SWIO.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Literature Review

1.0 Introduction

The South West Indian Ocean (SWIO) is the focus of this study, extending from

45-70° E and 5°-20°5 (fig 1.1). It has monsoon winds and ocean currents that

reverse near the equator. There is significant seasonal and inter-annual

variability in the drculation and rainfall of the region. The monsoon is a major

system within the earth's dimate and its impacts affect billions of people

around the Indian Ocean.

The Indian Ocean is the source of about two-thirds of the moisture that

accounts for the Indian monsoon (Hasterath and Greischar 1993). The islands

south of the equator such as Mauritius, Reunion, Madagascar, Agalega and

Comoros are directly affected by the impacts of TCS. The equatorial regions of

the study area such as Seychelles are in-directly affectecl by cyclones via the

intensification of the intertropical convergence (Walsh, 1993), and spiral rain

bands assodated with TC passing south of the islands. Transient convective

waves similar to 'easterly waveS sometimes influence the region (Jury &

Pathack, 1993).

1.1 Statement of the problem

The region just south of the equator in the western Indian Ocean has received

some attention recently despite the poor resolution of conventional
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observations (Jury &. Parker, 1999). Global interest is growing because of the

monsoon drculation and the discovery of a dipole-like circulation. Whilst

international effort is growing with regard to data rollection, it is important to

understand past marine-weather and climate variability.

Globally it is clear that during some summers there are numerous TCs, yet in

other years there are few. What factors cause years of abundant TC? For

example in 1984 there were 22 TC days while in 1994 there were 27 TC days

(Jury et ai, 1999). The new historical record stands at 2.06 sigma in 2001

exceeding the previous rerord of the 1971 (1.96 sigma).

Some research has been done on TC variability in the SWIO. Jury (1992)

identified notable dimatological features and forecast indicators similar to Gray

(1984) to explain why certain summers experience more TC's. More recently

Jury et al., (1999) formulated and ronceptualised statistical algorithms with

three predictors for the months from July to November period which accounted

for 59 % of the variance over the 1971-92 period. The same statistical model;

using QBO, southem Indian Ocean pressure and meridional difference in

pressure over the NW Indian Ocean as predictors, now acrounts for only 20%

of intense TC variability. This implies the model has lost some of its ability to

explain inter-annual variability of TC days. Perhaps the decadal variability was

in-suffidently represented. Therefore, further updating and a new ronceptual

framework is needed to rollectively explain the underlying causes.

In one of the more recent studies, Rakotondrafara (2001) investigated the

variability in the SWIO TCs with the hypothesis that the large-scale slowly
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varying circulation anomalies detennine the c1imatological basic state such that

conditions are more favourable at certain times than others for TC formation.

The principle objective of the study was to answer how the inter-annual

variation of TC frequency is related to the environmental thermodynamic and

kinematic parameters using National centres for Environmental Prediction

Atmospheric Research Reanalysis data. The main important findings are

elaborated in the literature review section. The constructed TC time series index

was based on data from US Navy! NCDC Global Tropical! Extra tropical Cyclone

Climatic Atlas CD-Rom which is compiled data from Joint Typhoon Warning

Centre (JTWC) and regional specialised Centres (RSMC) Reunion and MaUritius

Island. The 32 years TC index from 1966 to 1998 used in the study is for

named tropical storms (greater than 34 knots) only. In this study we are

looking at intense tropical cyclone rather than named TCs. The interest in

intense tropical cyclone is because of their possible strong signal and related

impacts. In addition, the study raised questions regarding the issue of the

reanalysis data converging to climatology in data poor regions. It was seen that

upper-level relative vorticity at 200 hPa correlated negatively with TC frequency

in the cyclone development area, indicating less anti-cyclonic flow with more

TCs. The contradiction may indicate a spurious effect of the upper level data

due to the scarcity of upper-air-sounding station in the Indian Ocean. The same

feature is observed in the analysis of vertical wind shear which was observed to

be positively correlated with TC frequency, adding more suspicions to the

accuracy of the upper level data. In addition, the study is limited to the in

season analysis in the Indian ocean region only. In this study, thermodynamic

and kinematic potentiaIs signals are analysed from the Indian to the Pacific

Ocean before and dUring the TC season.
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A detailed knowledge of tile daily synoptic tIlermodynamic and kinematic fields

surrounding intense TC is lacking. TC climatology in tile SWIO is limited to

estimates of tracks, intensity and overall frequency. Detailed aircraft surveys on

tile structure and dynamics of TC have not yet been attempted in tile SWIO.

The evolution of tile spiral rain band (Asnani, 1993), strong winds and swell

driven storm surges associated witll TCs is well studied in other ocean basins,

however there are only few studies for tile SWIO.

The socio-economic impacts of extreme weather and climate have not been

investigated in tile region except in tile case of the Bay of Bengal (Flierl and

Robinson, 1972; Das et al., 1974; Ghosh (1977). Very few studies have

compared and evaluated tile impacts of TC using high resolution satellite data

(QuikSCAT scatterometer winds, tropical rainfall measurement (TMI)).

The ocean-climate interaction with natural resources such as fisheries has

recently gained much interest among scientist because of tile potential

economic benefits, but few studies have considered tile relation between TC

frequency and fisheries.

1.2 Motivation and Objectives of the study

Marine weatller systems often impact negatively on resources and natural

ecosystems. Countries in tile region and the world have recognized tIlat tile

Indian Ocean profoundly influences tile lives of at least 1.5 billion people.

Although floods, droughts, strong winds and storm surges have always been an
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integral part of human existence and has influenced people's experiences, our

collective coping strategies have so far been limited by the complexity of

human responses to marine weather systems. This has led to the development

of conservative management that fails to capitalise on the up-sides of weather

variability and only poorly buffer against the down-sides. Being small islands

and coastal countries scattered in the wide expanse of the Indian ocean, most

of the economies are largely dependent on fisheries and tourism. In addition,

almost one-third of the world's total petroleum production and over half of the

world's sea-trade in crude oil pass through these waters, mostly transported

from the Middle Eastern countries.

Sudden cyclogenesis and high seas increase the risks of marine-environmental

hazards and coastal degradation which poses the most immediate threat to the

coastal regions of the SWIO. The tourism sector, the fishing industry and the

environment are all vulnerable to TC impacts in the region. It is therefore

neeessary to understand and predict year to year and long-term trends in the

frequency of intense TCs within the context of risk assessment by insurers and

the need for public protection.

It is important to outline the problems in order to assist in the process of

establishing a more formal approach. The Knowledge of marine weather

variability and its socio - economic impacts in the SWIO will help to better

predict climate variability and develop management criteria for sustainable use

of marine resources and eec-tourism.
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The specific objectives of the study are:

1. Establish how seasonal TC activities relate to the large scale ocean and

monsoon arculation structure.

2. Develop and improve multi-variate statistical models for the prediction of

intense TC days in the SWIG through composites and statistical analyses.

3. Establish causes and mechanisms of seasonal intense TC variability.

4. To study the daily synoptic circulation surrounding TCs and the rain band

pattern distinguished by their track.

5. Evaluate the performance between numerical weather predictions

(NCEP) and spacebome scatterometers (QuikSCAT) around the TC

centre in SWIG.

6. To show short term marine-weather variability and evaluate swell and

storm surge impacts of TC in the SWIG by comparison of various

equations and input data, e.g. satellite vs. model.

7. Compare infra-red and micro wave estimations of rainfall in the spiral

rain band ofTC for impact assessment.

8. Understand the link between intense TC variability and marine resources

(e.g. fisheries) in the southwestern Indian OCean.

1.3 Hypothesis

The following hypotheses are tested:

• Vertical wind shear controls the seasonal frequency of TCs in the SWIO

(more than thermodynamic effects) through the southern hemisphere

subtropical jet stream both locally and upstream (eg. to the west).
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• The decadal component of seasonal TC frequency in the SWIO is

controlled by the Atlantic circulation (revealed through anti-phase

conditions over South America and Indian ocean).

• Coupled transient Rossby waves (heat content and surface f1uxes) play a

role in modulating the interannual component ofTC frequency.

• TC impacts (e.g. wind speed, rainfall, swell heights and storm surges)

are underestimated by a factor of two using current numerical weather

prediction assimilated products.

• There are substantial thermodynamic and kinematic differences

distinguishing the track and intensity of SWIO TCs (eg. the northem

hemisphere subtropical jet stream and equatorial outflow).

• Monsoon flow to the north of Madagascar and trades winds to the

southeast help determine the intensity ofTCs and their impact.

1.4 Literature review

1.4.1Interannual-Seasonal Variability

The SWIO is recently gaining some attention though data is relatively scare .

compared to other oceans. The understanding of the atmospheric circulation

and synoptic scale variability is gradually improving in the Indian Ocean due to

recent studies related to the uniqueness of the Indian Ocean monsoon and
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dipole drculation. Dennet (1978) indicated that alterations in the circulation in

the region have implications for the WIO. In recent years a number of studies

have shown that dimate variability in the Indian OCean has direct

consequences for tropical African rainfall (Ogallo, 1988; Arpe et al., 1998;

Makarau and Jury, 1997, Reason and Mulenga, 1999; Walker, 1990; Mason,

1995).

Studies by Reverdin et al., (1986), Meyers (1996), Webster et al., (1999), saji

et al., (1999) and camberlin et al., (2001) have suggested that strong seasonal

ocean-atmosphere interaction modes are unique to the Indian Ocean climate

system. Behera et al., (1999) and Vinayachandran et al., (2000) showed that

there are internal dynamic and thermodynamic processes that lead to basin

scale air-sea interaCtion in Indian OCean. It has been daimed that an east-west

dipole mode exists in SST in the tropical Indian Ocean which is independent of

the El Nino signal. This condition can lead to increased equatorial easterly flow

and excess rainfall in the western Indian Ocean and eastern Africa.

ssr variability in the Indian ocean is important because it determines moisture

in the summer monsoon (Hastenrath & Greischer, 1993). In a study on inter

annual variability in sea surface temperature (SST) in the tropical Indian ocean,

Murtugudde and Busalacchi (1999) indicated that the SST variability is

determined largely by thermodine variability in the SWIO through the process

of Ekman pumping, entrainment through vertical advection.

In a recent study (Yeshanew, 2004) showed that the first EOF mode of heat

content anomaly in the Indian Ocean accounts for 32 % of total variance (fig

1.2) of which 73 % is inter-annual. The EOFl of HCA was linked with the first
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EOF of the wind stress (fig 1.3), which together comprises the Indian OCean

dipole.

El Nino events have been shown to be associated with TC in the Atlantic basin

(Gray 1984 a, b; Shapiro, 1987). The phySical link between ENSO and cyclones

is the alteration of tropospheric flow patterns and upper ocean heat content. In

warm episodes (El Nino) increased westerlies at 200 hPa causing shear and

redUced TC in many areas (Schroeder and Yu, 1995).

On an inter-annual basis, the EI-Nino alters ssr and the global circulation such

that Sahel rainfall is reduced (Palmer et ai, 1992, Ward, 1992). The more

intense and frequent El Nino events in the 1980's and 1990's caused decreased

Sahel rainfall and lowered Atlantic basin hurricanes. On a multi-decadal time

scale a warmer southern and cooler northern hemisphere ssr contributed to

Sahel drought (Folland et al., 1986, 1991). A strong aSSOCiation has been

established between increased (decreased) rainfall over the West Sahel and

increased (decreased) Atlantic TC basin actiVity. Intense hurricanes show a

strong downward trend during the 19805. The Sahel drought which began in

the late 1960's was a temporary condition. Thus, it was expected that the

ending of the Sahel drought will bring an Increase in intense hurricane activity

associated with abundant Sahel rainfall similar to what happened in the late

1940's and 1950' (landsea and Gray, 1992).

The seasonal link between Sahel rainfall and Atlantic hurricane"activity is mainly

due the upper tropospheric circulation which brings changes in. the monsoon

structure and strength of the easterly waves produced over North Africa. Sahel
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drought years are associated with upper level westerly and shear over the

tropicalAtlantic

In another independent study GIOdenberg and Shapiro (1995) confinned that

the main physical mechanism for both these aSSOCiations is an equatorially

ronfined Walker-ceJl-drculation which acts to modify the vertical wind shear

over the Atlantic cydogenesis region. Jury, Enfield and Melice (2003) also found

the subsequent decrease in West African rainfall, and the Sahel drought to be

consistent with the acceleration of the direct drculation.

The global sea surface temperatures (ssrs) have a strong influence on the

hurricane activity in the AUantic. Figure 1.4 is the mrrelation of the anomalous

ssr in August - October (ASO) and the number of Atlantic hurricanes in this

period. Hurricane activity has a high correlation with the local sea surface

temperatures in the tropical Atlantic. The negative correlation in the South

Atlantic could be part of the Atlantic dipole pattern, which is related to the

rainfall variability in the Sahel (FoIland et al., 1986), and Sahelian rainfall

variability (Gray 1984). The correlation pattern on the North Atlantic has been

related to a mullidecadal variability of the Atlantic hurricane activity

(Goldenbetg et al. 2(01). On the Pacific, an ENSO pattern appears, which

influences the Atlantic hurricane activity indirecUy, mainly by changes in the

upper tropospheric winds in the tropical AUantic (Gray 1984). The Pacific

pattern is possibly a mixture of ENSO and the POD.

In a study on climate trends associated with multi-decadal variability of Atlantic

hurricane activity Gray, Sheaffer and Landsea (1997) mnduded that the pre-
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eminent effect dominating all factors such as regional SST's and trends in global

pressure is decadal variations in the Atlantic thermohaline arculation. Similar

results were also obtained by Otristoph et al., (1998) and cai et al., (1999). It

was found through decadal variations of intense hurricane activity is one effect

of variations of heat transport by the thermohaline circulation that helps to

connect the south Atlantic and southern Indian ocean.

The Antarctic cireumpolar wave (AON') impact on global climate is of some

importance. It has a unique ability to transport ocean-atmosphere anomalies

around the southern ocean. The AON has been investigated by While and

Peterson, (1996), Jambs and MitcheJle (1996). In 1997, Qiu and Jin found that

a preferred zonal wave number 3 occurred around Antarctica. The mechanism

suggested for maintaining AON is through air-sea interactions. cai and Baines

(2001) suggested the presence of both zonal wave numbers 3 and 2 in the

AON structure in the last 20 years. carill and Navarra (2001) fOUnd a dominant

wave number 2 structure on interannual time scales likely modulated by inter

decadal variability.

The association of the Antarctic dimate with ENSO was also investigated.

Carleton (1988) was the first to point out the association between EI-Nino

events and Weddell sea ice pack. His results were confirmed by Simmonds and

Jacka (1995), GJoersen (1995), ledley and Huang (1997), Yuan and Martinson

(2000). Pelerson and White (1998) suggested that the ENSO signal is

transmitted through the troposphere into the ocean in the subtropics to the

high latitudes, where it becomes a source of ACW. In a recent study, cai and

Baines (2001) suggest a tele-connection between ENSO and AON through the

abnospheric Padfic-South American pattem in the southern high latitudes.
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Recently, Venegas (2003) confirmed the existence of the two significant signals

with different temporal and spatial characteristics in the southern ocean. The

first signal having a zonal wave number 3 structure has a period of around 3

years driven by air-sea interactions. The second signal is a zonal wave number

2 structure with periodicity of 5 years. It is found to be remotely forced by

ENSO phenomena. It involves large-scale patterns and is more confined to

eastern Pacific sector. Venegas suggested possible linear combinations of the

two signals and a link to its fluctuations of the AON on the interannual

timescale.

The temporal and spatial variability of jet streams in the northern hemisphere

have been investigated by a couple of researchers. However, there are still a

number of issues which are not dear and are still a debatable. Why the polar

front jet (PFJ) in some years runs well to the north/south or becomes blocked?

In northern hemisphere during warm ENSO phase the entrance trough is

weaker. Therefore, jet seems to split into a subtropical and poleward jet over

eastern Pacific in Winter, thus storm tracks become elongated, enhancing more

cyclones to enter the US from SW compared to its north west entry in normal

years. In the ENSO cold phase, the eastern ridge is enhanced causing storm

track to be deflected further polewards. Therefore, barodinic eddy generated in

the bifurcation has important consequences on storm track variability (Lau

1985; Held et al., 1989; Orlanski 1998).

In a very recent study White and Tourre (2003) investigated global ssr and sea

level pressure waves during the 20th century. It is argued that a discrete

number of global signals (ssr and SLP) dominated climate variability from 40°

S to 60° N during the last hundred years. Quasi-biennial (2.2 year period),
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inter-annual (3-7 year period), quasi-decadal ("'11- year period) and inter

decadal ("'17-year period) signals were identified. These global waves exhibit

standing and travelling modes. The travelling waves propagate eastward and

are thought to be useful for dimate prediction.

Recent studies show that during the El Nino of 1997/98, anomalous easterlies

developed in the tropical south Indian OCean, forcing a westward-propagating

downwelling wave and positive SST anomaly. This is associated with more rain

due to cyclonic circulation in the surface wind flow. This coupled Rossby wave

is important on ocean-elimate in the WIO. Xie et al., (2002) tested this by

compositing the number of TC days when the SWIO thermocline achieves a

threshold deviation of O.7S. It was found that there were 10 such cases of deep

and 10 cases of shallow thermocline. The difference between the deep and

shalloW years attains a difference in TC frequency at maximum about 60· E,

1S·S, a 66 % increase (figure 1.5).

In a study of climate variability in the SWIO, Jury and Pathack (1991) showed

that the trend of cydone genesis was from ENE-WSW, paralleling a similar

pattern in the SST and ITez (OLR minimum). Increasing SSTs to the NE

Madagascar in the preceding spring (October) creates conditions for the

development of more TC (Jury, 1993). In the same study it was shown that

transient convective waves exist between 1D-20·S band dUring the summer

and that the waves contribute to SWIO summer rainfall.

In another study regarding climatological pattern associated with TC in the

SWIO, Jury (1993) found that more TC favoured upper easterlies and lower
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westerlies over the equatorial zone north of Madagascar. Sub-tropical easterly

winds increased while mid-latitude westerlies retreated polewards such that the

southern Hadley circulation strengthens. In the same study, statistical analysis

showed cydone spectral peaks at 2.2 - 2.85, 4 and 10 years. QBO was

modulating the occurrence of TC in the SWIO, hence explaining the first

spectral peak. More cydones form in the east phase of the QBO (when

stratospheric equatorial winds are from the east). The west phase (+U

oomponent) suppresses TC frequency. It was also indicated that cyclone

frequency tends to increase one year prior to a global EI-Nino (-SOl).

The variations in the number of intense tropical cyckmes (central pressure

below 945 hPa) in the south-west Indian OCean was studied over the last thirty

years by Hoarau (1999). The intensity of cyclones was estimated through the

interpretation of satellite pictures. It was found that the number of intense

tropical cyclones has a tendency to increase especially in the case of the

extreme systems (pressure below 920 hPa) for which a stronger increase in

frequency occurred over the period 1990-99. This increase is not steady: a

slight decrease in the number of intense cyclones took place over the decade

1980-89. There was no increase in intense TC associated with the 1980's ENSO.

In contrast, the decade 1990-99 shows the greatest number of intense

cyclones. Figure 1.7 shows the decadal variations in the number of intense TCs

for different categories acoording to the Dvorak classification in the SWlO. It

indicates an increase in intense TCs in the SWIO: 27 for the decade 1970-79

and 34 for 1990-99. Similar trend in intense TCs is observed with the north

Atlantic, and northeast Pacific cyclone basin (fig 1.8). The annual average of
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intense TC are 2 for north Atlantic, 3 for 9NIO and five for northeast Pacific

basin.

One of the most related findings on the intemnual variability of SWIO named

TCs using similar but shorter data set was investigated by Rakotondrafa (2001).

In general it was found that TCs are generated slightly poleward and more

eastward during active years. Correlation analysis indicated small positive

correlation between ssr and cyclones in the TC development area while

significant correlation between TCs and sea level pressure are found in the mid

to-late season. During active years TC frequency from November to February is

twice that during inactive years while the differences are not substantial in the

late season. An earlY start ofTC indicates high TC frequency, but characterised

with short active season. In contrast, low TC count shows late season surge in

April with March being quite. Only 55f, low-level vorticty and wind circulation

showed differences comparable to their respective average interannual

standard deviation. The most notable differences between active and inactive

years occur in the mid-latitudes which is characterised with an anomalous

anticyclone located south of Madagascar from surface to 200 hPa. The

anticyclone seems to generate anomalous southerly flow in the channel area.

several studies have linked the south Indian Ocean subtropics to different

regional or remote forcing such as the Indonesian through flow, the Antactic

Orcumpolar current on the basin (Hist and Godfrey 1994, AIIan et al 1995). One

of the interesting finding is a local minima approximately every 30 days in the

6-day running average between December and early May suggesting a possible

link with the Madden Julian oscillation (MJO) signal.
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1.4.2 Marine-Weather Variability and Impacts

sadler (1976) found that the position of the upper troposphere trough relative

to the centre of a TC centre is important for intensification of TC. Holland and

Merrill (1984) explained that an approaching upper level westerly trough acted

to enhance upper level divergence for the outflow of TC. Molinari and Vollaro

(1989) documented the rapid intensifICation of Hurricane Elena due to large

inward eddy momentum flux in the outflow layer caused by the passage of a

mid-latitude trough north of the hurricane. The numerical studies conducted

showed that the sudden intensification of Florence's inner core was correlated

with the position of the upper tropospheric westerly jet.

Many researchers (Reihl, 1950; Pfeller and Challa, 1981; Molinari and Vollaro

1989; 1990) have concluded that the interaction between upper level troughs

and TCs are positively associated. In one study (Kaplan, 1987) showed the

interaction between hurricane Emily and an upper level trough enhanced the

vertical drculation described by Molinari and Vollaro (1990). Beven (1993)

illustrated how the proximity of a trough leads to track changes and delayed re

curvature.

The scarcity of fine resolution data has surely limited the study of cyclone

circulation both in its surrounding and outside environment in the SWIO.

However, Jury and Parker (1999) investigated the synoptic environment of

composite TCs in the SWIO for westward and re-curving cyclones using ECMWF

model data. The results indicated that westward cyclones tend to be associated

with declining intensity while polewarcl recurving TC undergo vortex
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development In addition, it was recognized that the presence of strong

westerly winds in the upper troposphere was a condition for TC re-curvature.

Westward-moving TCs were thermally driven while south-recurving TC was

dynamically driven.

Naena and Jury (1997) investigated the interaction between TC and the

background circulation. It was uncovered that a long zonal ridge suppressed

the subtropical jet south of 25·S in 1994. Winds at upper levels suggested

strong equatorward outflow near the tropopause consistent with the findings of

Nassor (1995). The background flow was conducive to maintain the intensity of

TC.

Many studies have concluded that local environmental factors affect storm

intensity. Internal forces has been investigated by a couple of researchers

(Bames et al., 1983) suggesting rain band affecting TC intensity through

thermodynamic modification of low-level inflow. Convectively active rain bands

are regions having significant reduction in radial inflow to the TC core. Winds in

the lower troposphere become much more tangential, such that it delays the

arrival of the inflow air.

In other ocean basins many spiral rain band studies have been carried out

using mesosynoptic observation (Wexler, 1947; Simpson, 1954; Ugda, 1955;

Fujita et al., 1967). More quantitative studies and dynamical explanations

including numerical simulations of the spiral bands have been carried out by

Abdullah (1966), Kurihara (1976), Mathur (1975). However little is known about
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the SWlO cydone spiral rain band especially the equatorward band, which is

often associated with the ITCZ.

Tokyo University (1969) has reported rainfall in excess of 30 mm per hour in

rain band. Along a rain band there are patches of heavy cloud separated by

relatively clear skies. It is unclear if the rain band movement is inward or

outward (Willoughby 19n, 78; KUrihara, 1976). Spiral rain bands can last for

days while the indMdual convective cells of the spiral rain band have a life span

of half an hour. Maximum vertical velocity occurs behind a pressure minimum.

New ronvective cells form on the upwind (inner) side of the band and travel

through the band to dissipate on the downwind (outer) side of the band. The

convective rain is normally aa:ompanied by gusts of wind. All previous studies

oonfirm the existence of some axial asymmetry of a TC. Two bands are

observed spiralling in with a width of the order of 50 km near the outer

periphery and contracting inwards. The angle of inflow is of the order of 15

degrees.

Studies on marine weather variability and its impacts are gradually emerging in

the region. In a study on intra-seasonal climate variability of Madagascar,

Nassor and Jury (1997) showed unstable thermodynamic conditions shift

eastward from SE Africa coupled with surges of monsoon northwesterlies and

upper level easterlies. These are the key features of flood producing systems

over NW Madagascar. In another study Jury and Naerra (1997) analysed the

impacts of TC on eastern Madagascar during 1994. Floods inundated 300000

hectares of plantations on the coastal plains while a 6 m storm surge and

waves of 10 m thrashed the eastern roast of Madagascar.
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Recent work on inter-romparison and validation of QuikSCAT scatterometer

generated wind field has gained much interest and attention. The measurement

and acaJracy of scatterometer winds has been studied widely by Freillich and

Dunbar (1999) and Freilich and Vanhoff (2001). It was found that the error in

wind speed is less than 1 m S-I over the full range of the wind speeds, while

the directional uncertainty decreases rapidly with increasing wind speed. Kelly

et al., (2001) showed that regions of strong OCean current produce differences

of1ms-l
•

It is well known that the details of the circulation of TC are poorly resolved in

surface wind analyses and forecasts produces by NW? centres. This

shortcoming is addressed by applying a process of "bogussing" within a

Specified radius of the TC centres using solutions of simple parametric models.

Cox et al., (1992) and Thomson et al., (1996) describe an operational system

used for modelling tropical wind fields. Wide swath satellite scatterometer data

make it possible to fit the model with QuikSCAT winds though there are some

problems with rain contamination. The result indicated a close statistical match

between QuikSCAT derived model winds and the HRD aircraft derived winds.

In a recent validation study (01e1ton, 2(00) used vector correlation developed

by Jupp and Mardia (1980) to provide a measure of the agreement between the

ECMWF and NCEP wind data sets. A vector correlation of 1 means· the two

vector data sets differ by only a constant multiplication factor in speed and

constant offset in direction. Global maps of the vector correlation between

operational analyses of 10 m winds by NCE? and QuikSCAT over the period July

1999 through June 2000 were produced. Both NCE? and ECMWF indicated poor
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low vector mrrelation in the tropics. The low mrrelations were related to light

and variable flows. Largest errors are in the tropical regions, southem

hemisphere and in the ITCZ where the sigma exceeds 2 m S-1 for each

orthogonal cnmponent The limitations of the ECMWF and NECP model were

due to the spatial resolution of model, inadequacies in the model

parameterisation of the atmosphere boundary layer and inaccuracies in the SST

boundary mndition.

In another intelesting verification and application study Hsu (1995)

demonstrated that accurate estimates of TC intensity over data sparse ocean

regions are attainable by using a planetary boundary layer model that relates

the pressure gradient to the surface winds observed by the scatterometer.

Thus, an estimate of the surface pressure is possible, which is one of the

indicators of the intensity of TC. Comparison between ECMWF and

scatterometer derived winds were favourable near the TC centre. It was

mnduded that scatterometer data could be used to resolve the circulation of

TC not shown in ECMWF, and therefore can be further used to derive the

surface pressure.

More recently Uu et al., (2000) showed how the high spatial resolution of

QuikSCAT data provides a detailed description of TC. The 12.5 km data

resolution reveals the delineation of surface wind mnvergence associated with

the multiple rain bands of Hurricane FIoyd.
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1.4.3 Synthesis of literature reviewed

The above studies agree that ocean-atmosphere interaction, ENSO, QBO,

Indian ocean dipole and Rossby wave propagation have relevance to the

seasonal to interannual oscillations in weather in the Indian ocean. Many

papers have been put forth by Gray (1968), Gray and Landsea (1992), and

Gray.et al., (1992, 1993) on the Atlantic hurricanes while few papers have

studied causes of SWIO TC variability (Jury and Pathack (1991), Jury (1993)

and Jury et al., (1999).

The study by Rakotondrafa (2001) revealed many important causes and

mechanism of TC variability in SWIO during the cyclone season, however some

results were contradictory such as the upper level vorticty being less

anticyclonic in the active years and the positive correlation between vertical

wind shear and TCs in the development area. Further considerations about the

mechanisms of TC frequency variability require a longer TC index and

environmental data set for covering a larger study region. n is also expected

that the recent improvement in TC observational techniques will be of much of

an advantage. In this study there is need to study the thermodynamic and

dynamic potentiaIs not only during the season but also prior to the peak TC

season.

An updating of multivariate statistical models is needed similar to Gray's Atlantic

hurricane statistical models. In addition a revised conceptualised framework is
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needed to rollectively explain both the underlying causes and mechanisms

driving the variability of intense TC days.

Few detailed infonnation is available on the ciraJlation structure and

climatology surrounding the TC and its spiral rain band and its impacts in the

SWIO. Past studies on cyclone impacts were focuSed on Madagascar (Naerra

and Jury (1997)). Studies by Parker and Jury (1999) were quite detailed in

investigating synoptic environment of composite TC, however the numbers of

TC cases used to construct the composite were small and the TC impacts were

not an issue. This study will examine the daily synoptic circulation and rain

band surrounding TCs distinguished by their track in the SWIO.

Many researchers have focused on intercomparison and validation of high

resolution data with model estimated and in-situ data around the world.

However, impact assessments using high re;olution data compared 10 model

estimated and observed fields are limited. Therefore, high resolution data

provides a unique opportunity for comparison with the operational mOdels and

to evaluate the impacts ofTC in the SWIO.

Overall it is expected that the use of a range of data sets including model 

assimilated and new high resolution data sets will bring new insights and

understanding to marine weather variability, cyclonic impacts and prediction in

the SWIO. Therefore, such research is needed. Figure 1.6 is a composite of TC

tracks in the SWIO that illustrates the main TC zone as SOo-75°E, 10°-20°5.

Fig 1.9 is the research path in this study. It shows that the intense tropical
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cyclone days variability and its prediction forms the central part of this

research. The short term marine weather variability is examined by analysing

the surrounding drculation associated with intense TC by track while impacts

(swells, storm surges, and intense rain) in the SWIO are evaluated by

comparing direct and indirect methods of observation. Applications of this

research is geared mainly towards operational real time forecasting (aviation,

marine and public), fisheries management and in helping to develop mitigation

guidelines, strategies and planning.

The next chapter discusses the data and methods used to study marine

weather variability and cyclone impacts and prediction in the SWIO.
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Fig 1.5: Oimatological-mean TC days (contou~) in December-April, and the difference
(calor shade) between yea~ of anomalously deep and years of anomalously shallow

thermocline in SOo -700 E, 8°-12"5 (source: Xie et aI., 2001)
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Fig 1.6: Composite TC in southern Indian Ocean: Number of positions passing through
1 x 1 degree bins and best track positions with an intensity of 25 kts or

greater.(Source: Naval Pacific Meteorology and Oceanography Centre, nwC).
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Chapter 2

Data and Methodology

2.1.0 Data

To study the inter-annual variability of TC, daily circulation surrounding intense

cyclones, marine weather and their associated impacts required a range of data

sets from diverse sources to be used. Annual data on intense TCs was obtained

from Meteo-France (Reunion) and the Mauritius meteorological services which

spans the period from 1960 to 2002. Historical advisories of TC positions and

intensity were drawn from the US Navy archived at the Australian Bureau of

Meteorology (BOM) website. Most atmospheric data are from NCEP (National

Center for Environmental Prediction). All ocean sub-surface data: heat content,

temperature, etc are from the University of Maryland ocean reanalysis data set.

To evaluate the impacts of TC scatterometer (QuikSCAT) wind and TRMM

(Tropical Rainfall) data were extracted from NASA's Earth SCience Enterprise

(ESE). satellite-derived rainfall data were available from the GLOBE website

managed by the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR).

Station observed rainfall was made available from the national meteorological

services in the region, while fish catch data were made available from the FAO

(Food and Agriculture Organization) data base. Disaster data are extracted from

annual TC review publications of Mauritius, Madagascar and Meteo-France,

Reunion.
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2.1.1 TC Data

The TC days index is a merged data set from Mauritius (1961-1969) and Meteo

France (Reunion) (1969 - 2002). The time series consist of 41 years of data

from the TC season of 1960 - 1961 to 2000-2002 for the southwestern Indian

OCean. The TC days index is an estimate of the total number of days an intense

TC is located in the area 10 - 20°5, 50 - 70 0 E in the months December to

March. The number of intense TC days is defined as the total days a cyclone

has an eye surrounding the cloud vortex in satellite imagery, coupled with a

surface wind speed in excess of 45 m S-1. The accuracy of the TC index is

perhaps less so prior to 1970's due to poor observational and satellite coverage

in the SWIO (Vermulen and Jury (1992), Jury (1993) and Rakotondrafara

(2001)). Historical TC position, track and intensity were drawn from the Meteo

France-Reunion website while historical predicted TC intensity and track were

drawn from the US Naval Research archived at the Australian BOM website in

the period 1996-2004. The addresses of the websites are as follows:

htlp:/Iwww.meteo.fr/tempsfdomtom/La_Reunion/#

htlp:/Iaustraliasevereweather.com/cycloneS/

2.1.2 NCEP Re-analysis Data

NCEP (National (enter for Environmental Prediction) has developed monthly

reanalyzeddata sets using all recovered data (land surface, ship, radiosonde

station, aircraft, satellite) from 1948 to the present using a highly advanced

numerical analysis and data assimilation system. The re-analysis project is a

jOint effort between NCEP and NCAR (Kalnay et ai, 1996) to produce a 40 year

recOft1Of glObal climate fields. lllfse~~data is consistent and eliminates
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artifidal (model) discontinuities in observed climate. The NCEP data has been

used by many researchers such as (Hastenrath, 1994; Webster et al., 1999;

Rakotondrafara, 2001). In this study analyses of zonal wind (U), meridional

wind (V), ve10dty potential (VP), stream function, OLR (out going long wave

radiation), specific humidity, precipitable water, precipitation rate, potential

temperature, geopotential height (GPH), sea level pressure (SLP), air

temperature and sea surface temperature (SST) were used.

2.1.2.1 Spatial Density And Temporal Characteristics Of NCEP

Reanalysis Data

The properties of the data used to assimilate NCEP modeled data are briefly

investigated. The sources of the data originate from ship and buoy

observations, radiosonde observations, land surface and satellite. Here an

examination of the spatial density and temporal characteristics of NCEP data

mainly in the Indian Ocean are of interest.

Satellite Derived winds and Radiosonde Observation

Space-based observations have become important in deriving variables such as

wind speed. The spatial coverage has increased in most regions, however

satellite gaps still remain. Figure 2.3 shows the time series data density for

upper satellite derived winds in the SWIO. The average observation per grid

box (2.5X2.5) from January 1980 to 1998 was 2.7 per month in the area

between 50-70·E, lQ-20·S (SWIO region). There is an increase in satellite wind

observation density to 18.5 in 1997. This improvement in satellite observation is

the result of the repositioning of the meteosat into the central Indian Ocean in
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sustenance of the Indian ocean Experiment (INOOEX). Note that cloud-tracked

(satellite) winds are almost absent until 2000.

FlQure 2.4 shows a time series of Sonde density observation in the same region

per month. The monthly average count observation is 5 per grid box. There is a

slight increase to 7.5 in the 1990's. This implies that there is less than one

Sonde observation per day per grid box.

Ship and Buoy Observations

Ship and buoy observations are important data input to the NCEP models

however ship observation are confined to shipping lanes of the voluntary

Observing Ships (VOS) of the World Weather Watch. In contrast buoys are

much lacking in the deep ocean of the equatorial Indian OCean.

Rgure 2.5 shows the spatial coverage of ship and buoy observation in January

1990. The major ship observation extends from southern Africa along the

eastern coast of Africa to the Arabian seas. The other major observation path

runs diagonally near Mauritius and Reunion islands towards Australasian seas.

The maximum ship and buoy observation is about 30 per day per grid box just

south of Africa and southeast Madagascar. So on average, only in these areas is

observations done once per day.

The time series of ship and buoy density observation in figure 2.6 were

averaged at 7 per grid box per month in the SWIO. There was a sharp increase

in ship density observation in 1970 but then declined. This means that there is

less than 1 Ship and Buoy observation per day per grid resolution. In the United
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States region, observation density per grid box per month is over 30. This

imprleS that observation is made once each day per grid resolution.

2.1.3 OCean Reanalysis Monthly Data

In this study use of ocean sub-surface data rnnsisting of 125 meters vertically

integrated heat content anomaly, thermocline (20·C isotherm) depth, 50 m and

100 m ocean temperature were analyzed from the University of Maryland

ocean reanalysis monthly data set

Upper ocean heat content fields (mean temperature in the top 234 m) for the

period 1958-1998 have been derived from an ocean data assimilation system

operated at COLA as outlined in Huang and Kinter (2002). The data assimilation

uses a variational scheme (Derber and Rosati 1989) to combine temperature

observations in an ocean general circulation model (oGCM). The analysis uses

all observations available in a moving 1Q-day assimilation window. The

observations are inserted into the first guess field of the oGCM and

discrepancies are iteratively minimized. It is forced by monthly averaged

surface wind stress from NCEP reanalysis available at an irregular grid with a

variable resolution of around 2· near the equator. The solar flux is prescribed

(Oberhuber 1988), surface heat and long-wave f1uxes are parameterised

(Philander et a11987, Rosati and Miyakoda 1988).

ocean temperature observations are assimilated from in situ ssr
measurements from the COADS archive (Slutz et al., 1985), temperature profile

(XBT, MBT, ern, etc.) measurements (Conkright et al 1998) and, since 1981,

with satellite-blended weekly SST fields (Reynolds and Smith 1994). The
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number of temperature profiles is generally 3000-9000 per year within the

square between 30· E-120· E, 30· 5-30· N during the 41 years (see figure 2.7

a, b). In 1967, 68, and 79, it surpassed 15000 profiles. In situ 5sr

measurements exceeded 90,000 per year, reaching a maximum of 270,000 per

year. However, many of these observations, especially the subsurface data, are

concentrated along the coasts. There are more observations along key lines

from Perth to the NW, from Madagascar to the NE, from Mauritius to the north,

and from Mombassa to the east (Masumoto and Meyers 1998), which are

important for our present study. However, some of these, especially in the

South Indian OCean, were established with TOGA in 1985. Figures 2.7 a, b

show the spatial distributions of the temperature profiles per degree-square for.

the years 1958-1980 and 1981-1998. It is evident that measurements on major

ship tracks were enhanced in the later period in the South Indian Ocean. Even

after this enhancement, the distribution of the subsurface temperature

observations was still sparse. Therefore, the assimilated product is inevitably

strongly affected by the ocean model and the surface forcing fields. The model

derived results are considered in this light and we therefore employ analysis

techniques that highlight repetitious patterns (eg. EOF, composite).

2.1.4 Station Rainfall Data

Daily rainfall data originates fro~ the Seychelles, Madagascar, and Mozambique

National Meteorological services for comparison of rainfall in case study TCs.

The observed data are of quality according to WMO standards.
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2.1.5 Fisheries Data

The fish catch data used are for Seychelles, Madagascar, Mauritius, and

southeast Africa. The data spans from 1960-1999 and was obtained from Food

and Agriculture Organization data base. The fish data is the total coastal fish

catch managed by the fishing authority in the respective countries. However,

the fish catch does not only represent changes in local concentration but also

its catchability. Other problems include the reporting of fishing activities.

Therefore, the results are interpreted with caution.

2.1.6 Scatterometer (QuikSCAT) Data

Scatterometers are satellite based microwave radars that infer surface winds

from the roughness of the sea surface. The Sea Winds scatterorneter on the

NASA QuikSCAT satellite is a conically scanning antenna that samples the full

range of azimuth angles with each scan cycle of 3.33 seconds dUring which the

satellite moves 22 km along the ground track. These radar measurements when

processed estimate winds with 25 km resolution over a single broad swath of

1600-km width centered on the satellite ground track. Special products with

12.5 km resolution are also available for selected regions. The Sea Winds

scatterometer on the NASA QuikSCAT satellite started in July 1999 and covers

93% of the global ocean in a single day. Space bome scatterometers provide

realistic detailed information as compared to numerical weather reanalysis

models. The wide swath coverage of QuikSCAT is suitable for a synoptic view of

wind fields over the global oceans. The 25 km resolution of its data enables a

detailed description of small weather systems such as TC (Uu et al., 20(0).
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QuikSCAT is sensitive to wind variations from sea roughness except at rainfall

rates above 100 mm h-ll • Improvement in winds for rain effects come with a

polarimetric radiometer, but the TC eye wall still remains an obscure area.

QuikSCAT wind is compared with NCEP modeled wind in the 300 km radius of

TC and for impact evaluation (winds, swells, storm surge). Various website

offers scatterometer data. These can be obtained from the following address:

ttp://www.ssmi.com/qscat/

2.1.7 TRMM Data

The monitoring of rapid developing marine weather systems such as the spiral

rain band of TCs is often difficult especially where there are few rain gauges

and poor radar coverage. The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) is a

recent satellite capability that can alleviate some of these difficulties. It provides

an accurate estimate of the daily spatial precipitation rate in substitute of rain

gauge networ1< (Rouault, 2001). The TRMM microwave imager is a joint project

by the US and Japan to give a quantitative rain rate daily over a swath width of

760 km. Figure 2.8 shows the characteristic orbits for one day of the Tropical

Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite. It should be noted there are five

swath width intersections in the SWIG. The swath intersects over Seychelles,

northwest Madascar, Mauritius and Reunion, south Madagascar and one in the

central SWIG Indian Ocean at about 10°5 / 700 E. Therefore this technology

should be useful for studying rapid changing weather in the SWIG. TMI has an

extra channel (10.7 GHz) compared to SSM/I designed to estimate tropical

rainfall at a ground resolution ranging from 5 km for the 85.5-GHz channel to

45 km for the 10.7-GHz channel. The TMI measures the tiny amounts of

microwave energy radiated by the earth and its atmosphere and is able to
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quantify the water vapour, cloud and rain rate intensity in the atmosphere. The

limitation of TMI signal is its sensitivity to sea-surface roughness, whereas the

infrared images are not. It is noted that infrared radiometers provide high

spatial resolution and very good time sampling (every 30 minutes), however

infrared brightness temperature do not have a direct physical relationship with

rain rate since it is measured at the top of the cloud, which is indirectly related

to the surface rate. In this study, TMI data are used to study the structure of

spiral rain band of TC. lRMM data can be obtained from the forrowing address:

http://www.ssmi.com/qscat!

2.1.8 satellite-Modelled Rainfall

Satellite-derived (NCEP model) rainfall data were extracted from the GLOBE

website which is managed by University Corporation for Atmospheric Research

(UCAR). Comparison is made between satellite derived and other methods of

rainfall measurement for selected TCs in the SWI0. The website address is

indicated below: http://www.globe.gov/

2.1.9 Disaster Data

MeteD-France Reunion is the TC Warning Center responsible for annual review

pUblications on the cyclone season in the SWI0. Their publication largely

focuses on the technical aspect of TC movement and structure, while the

disaster statistics are rather patchy. Although the publications have improved

tremendously from this centralization, disaster data for the RA! region (SWIO)

is lacking. There are several challenging problems in this respect including poor

benchmarks regarding the cost evaluation of disasters. Nevertheless, the
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disaster data were extracted from the cyclone season publications to develop

case study cyclones such that impacts can be assessed in the SWIO (see

appendix). These include wind gusts; swell heights, floods, injuries, deaths,

infrastructure loss, etc.

2.2.0 Methodologies

This section focuses on the various methods that have been employed to

understand climate and marine weather variability and predictability at inter

annual and daily time scales respectively. Many are standard methods which

have been utilized by other researchers typically like Rakotondrafara (2001).

Some methods have been adapted to capture specific causes of daily weather

associated with TCs. The study of seasonal variability of TC activity was

principally undertaken by creating a standardized intense TC index for the

SWIO (eye of cyclone visible on satellite image and wind speed of over 45 m

S-l. The seasonal composite analysis technique was extensively used to study

the spatial patterns and temporal characteristics associated with high and low

TC days. Daily composite analysis was also used to understand the synoptic

evolution of the monsoon drculation surrounding TCs moving in westward,

southwestward and southward direction. Hovmoller (longitude-time and

latitude-time) analysis was used to study the ocean-atmosphere variables with

time, while longitude-height and latitude-height plots were useful to study

variables in the vertical profile. Correlation analysis was used to establish the

relationship and association between ocean-climate variables. Cross-wavelet

spectral modulus techniques were used to understand the time evolution of the

common spectral energy of the tropical circulation indices associated with

intense TC and to establish stability of association among potential predictors of
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TC activity. The forward stepwise linear regression technique was the method

adopted to create seasonal multivariate statistical models to enable the

prediction of intense TC days. Digitization of spatial data from maps was also

carried out to enable comparison between QUikSCAT and NCEP winds in case

study cyclones. The US Navy wave model in tabular form was used to estimate

swell properties while a 2-D numerical storm surge model equation was

employed to estimate and compare the storm surge (growth of sea level)

forced by QuiKSCAT and NCEP winds.

2.2.1 Standardizing Data And selection of Extreme Events

Standardizing was done to most time series. When comparing time plots all

variables should be represented by similar scale. Otherwise, variables with large

values can dominate the display. The creation of the standardized intense TC

index involves using the following equation:

TC = .!- "k Xi -Ui

l k L.,i=l (T.,
(1)

Where TC
i

is the annual standardized departure, Xi is the observed individual

seasonal value, U is the long term seasonal mean and (Yi is the long term,

standard deviation over 42 (k) years. The TC index is used to select years

(December to March) with high and low TC days according to the following

criteria:
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x· -u
High Intense TC season: -'- ~ 1

(T

x· -u
Low Intense TC season: -'- ~-1

(T

(2)

(3)

The years identified with high TC days are 1962-63, 1967-68, 1969-70, 1970

71,1972-73, 1993-94,2001-2002 and the years selected with low IrC days are

1966-67, 1973-74, 1980-81, 1982-83, 1984-85 and 1986-87, 1997-98. It is

important to note at this stage that there are significant differences in the

active and inactive years between this study and the investigation of

Rakotondrafara (2001). The difference in active and inactive years is simply due

to the different categories ofTC considered in the two studies.

2.2.2 seasonal Composite Analysis

Composite analysis is used to study rommon features and patterns in selected

fields. It is carried out using NCEP seasonal data to study the causes and

mechanisms leading to the variability of intense TC days. To simplify and

facilitate analyses the differenre in composite fields for high minus low intense

TC cases were calculated. The composite method has the advantage in creating

a richer data field for events with similar characteristics. The main disadvantage

of using romposite analysis is that it tends to smooth the data field such that

the details of individual events can be removed. Rakotondrafara (2001) used

similar method of analysis to study the interannual variability of SWIO TCs.
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2.2.3 Daily Composite Analysis

The composite structure and evolution of the monsoon circulation associated

with intense TC with different trajectories is analyzed using NCEP daily data.

Compositing various events with similar characteristics have the advantage of

creating a richer data field and helps generalize results (Parker and Jury 1999).

selected groups of westward, southwestward and southward moving TC in the

region 45-70· E and 8-20· 5 are used to construct fixed system composites of

intense TC four days before to two days after maximum intensity. The day of

maximum intensity T- 0 is defined as the day the cyclone reaches maximum

surface wind speed following official declaration (Meteo-France Reunion) of TC

strength (eye visible from satellite imagery) while sustaining a wind speed

greater than 45 m S-l • Cyclones should also reach peak intensity before 20·

latitude. The procedure for compositing intense TC is to average the spatial

field of selected cases by grid point per pressure level each day and to divide by

the sample size. The composite criteria are similar to Parker and Jury (1999)

but the composite technique uses a fixed geographical system unlike the

system-following grid adopted by the above researchers. The geographical

system is similar to Naeraa and Jury (1997) used to study case study impacts

over Madagascar in 1994. The fixed coordinate system is suitable to study the

synoptic features of TC proVided they are relatively co-located. Composite

cyclones are constructed when the eye is not more than 400 km from a central

point at maximum intensity (T- 0). The daily positions of the TC were extracted

from the Meteo-France Reunion website. Composites for the westward,

southwestward and southward moving TC are used to study the structure and

evolution of the monsoon circulation surrounding the cyclones. Parameters

showing interesting features are presented. The structural evolution of the TC
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circulation is analyzed for 7 days between T-4 to T+2, and comparisons of

kinematic and thermodynamic patterns are made with regard to different

trajectories. This study employs case studies for recent TCS to enhance the

quality of the analysis and results.

Westward - Moving TC:

Southwestward -Moving TC:

Southward-Moving TC:

EJ

(J > 247.5 0

247.5 00< (J<202.5 0

(JS2025D

Fg 2.1: SelectiOn criteria for West, Southwest and Southward-Movirg TC's

2.2A Key Areas

Key ocean-atmosphere signals modulate the climate of a particular region. To

understand climate variability and its predictability the key area selected must

be large enough to capture the ocean-atmosphere signal. The signal must also

be reasonably stable throughout prediction months (MJJ, JAS and SON).

Various methods such as principle cnmponent analysis (PCA), canonical

analysis, CDmJXlSite, cnrreJation and singular spectrum analysis can be uSed to

define key areas. In this study a cnmbination of composite and correlation

analysis techniques were adopted to define the key areas.
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2.2.5 Correlation Analysis

The relationship or degree of association between variables can be tested using

correlation analysis both in time and space. In Chapters 4 and 5, correlation

analyses are used to establish the tele-connection between TC variability and

ocean-atmosphere parameters and to explore ocean - atmosphere coupling.

Since TC days index extends from 1961 to 2002, the number of degree of

freedom (df) is 40 and a correlation coefficient is statistically significant at 95 %

at a value> 0.23. Significantly correlated fields will provide potential predictors

for the development of multivariate linear regression models to predict intense

TCs at various lead times. The correlation equation is as follows:

L(X -x)(Y -i)
Where Sr Sy = , N is the sample size,

N-I

average of the independent and dependent data respectively.

2.2 .6 Hovmoller and Cross section Analysis

(4)

-
x and Yare the

Hovmoller analyses are useful in the investigation of transient or standing

ocean-atmospheric phenomena. In this study this technique is principally used

to study the formation, propagation and intensification of the ocean Rossby

wave in the Indian Ocean using the 125 m vertically integrated heat content

anomaly (HCA). Cross- section analysis is useful to view phenomena with an

interesting pattern in the vertical atmosphere or ocean depths. It was used to

locate the level and latitude I longitude of maximum signal in moisture flux,

zonal and meridional wind, and potential temperature. Similar1y this technique
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was used to understand the depth showing strongest temperature signal and its

temporal and spatial variability.

2.2.7 Stream Function, Velocity Potential and Vorticity

This section provides mathematical definitions of some of the important derived

parameters used in this study to help understand the circulation patterns.

These include stream function, velocity potential and vorticity.

2.2.7.1 Stream Function and Velocity Potential

A horizontal wind vector V can be decomposed into a non-divergent

parterotational) and an irrotatinal part (divergent)

Thus according to Helmholts theorem:

(5)

Where V= [u v]

Ij/ = horizonatal stream function (non-divergent part),

z =horizonatl velocity potential (divergent part) and I< is unit vector.

Positive values of stream function(rotational component) indicates cyclonic

circuation and negative values shows anticyclonic circulation. Negative/positive

velocity potential is associated with divergence/convergence.The velocity

potential( irrotational component) are impotant in identifying sources and sinks

of atmospheric moisture an convection. Large convergence flows may be

indicated by tight contour gradients.
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2.2.7.2 Vorticity

Vortidty is the rate of spin experinced by a circular vortex of air around vertical

axis. In the southern hemisphere, negative/POSitive charaterizes cycloniC/anti

cyclonic voticity. Anticyclonic vorticity is linked with divergence and cyclonic

vorticity is assocaited with low level convergence.The vorticity equation is given

by:

Ov fJu
(=--

Ox ay

Where u= wind component in the zonal direction

V= wind component in the meridinal direction

x= zonal distance (longitude), y =meridionl disatnce (latitudinal)

(6)

The relationship between stream function and vorticity is described

mathematicaly by these equations below:

2.2.8 Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT)

Earth science phenomena often display rhythmic variations. Both spectrum and

wavelet transform are methods that can be used to detect multi-scale signals

and to determine the variability. The wavelet transform is a powerful and

superior technique compared to the spectral energy method. Spectral analysis

uses Fourier Transform to describe the integrated characteristics of the signal

over time (frequency). Wavelet analysis localizes variations of power within a
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time series in time-frequency mode. The main difference between the two

methods is that CNT the individual wavelet functions are localized in space and

can be represented graphically in 2-D. One is able to determine dominant

modes of variability and how those modes vary in time (Torrence and Compe,

1997). The signal x(t) is mathematically decomposed in terms of wavelets. The

scale of the signal is represented by the wavelets created. The wavelet

algorithm can resolve cycles at various frequencies (Iow, high,) such that gross

or fine features are detected. A complete description of applications can be

obtained in Foufoula-Gergiou and Kumar (1995) while detailed theoretical

explanations can be read from Daubenchies (1992). The cwr of a signal x (t) is

defined as

Wx (b,a) =~ [,X(/)lfF*C:b )dt (8)

Where a and b are real parameters representing the dilation (scale) and the

translation parameter respectively. The l/a is the normalization chosen rather

than 1/.f;; (Delprat et ai, 1992) to filter the data in the cwr and * denotes the

complex conjugate. In 1993, Morlet developed a continuous complex wavelet

that is localiZed in frequency space. The Morlet wavelet is defined as:

I _12 .
- - /Wot

\I'(t} =Jr4 e 2 e (9)

Where 1=..r:I and (1)0 = 5.4 is large enough such that rp satisfies the

condition:
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<Xl

frp(t)dt = 0
-a

(10)

For the Mor1et wavelet the inverse of the scale to frequency is required. The

relation between the scale a and the usual frequency f is given by (Meyers et

aI, 1993):

f= ~[wo + .,)2 + w' J
21C a Wo

(11)

The Mor1et wavelet acts as a band pass filter of weight l/a centered around

wo=wo/a and is romplex. The wavelet transfonn coefficient W,(b,a) is also

romplex and can be expressed in tenns of real and imaginary parts, modulus

and phase. The CWT maps the original signal into a 2-D time-frequency image.

Important infonnation such as periodicity of the local signal can be revealed

from the ridges of the CWT.

2.2.8.1 Cross-Wavelet Transform (CWT)

The cross-wavelet transform of two series x (t) and y (t) is given by:

W"1 (h,a) =w, (h,a)w* y (h,a)
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Where w r (b,a) and w y (b,a) are the CWT of x(t) and yet) respectively and

where * denotes the complex conjugate. The CWT coefficient Wry (b,a) is

therefore a complex number.

2.2.8.2 Local Phase Difference

From above, the local phase difference t\~b,a)between the two time series for

each point of the (b, a) time-frequency space. The local phase difference does

not depend on the amplitude of the signal. On this premise an estimate of the

instantaneous phase difference ("'~b» between the signal x(t) and yet) can be

obtained. The details can be obtained from the following papers (Jury et al

2002). Therefore, the instantaneous time-lag between the two time series x(t),

yet) is as follows:

T(b) t\~b)
2lIF(b)

(13)

Where F(b) is the instantaneous frequency defined as the normalized moment.

The CWT and the local phase difference technique will be applied mainly to

study the interactions and stability between environmental variables in the time

and frequency domain as done by (Jury et al., 2002, Yeshanew, 2004). It will

be used mainly to investigate the decadal variability of TC, ENSO transmission

into the 10, ocean - atmosphere coupling and assessment of the stability of

association (e.g. predictors). However, there exists edge effect in this technique

on the spectral character of the signal. There is some ambiguity for the first

and last 3-4 years of the record and is less reliable when the cross-wavelet

amplitude is small.
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2.2.9 Multiple Linear Regression Model

In reality, forecasting problems require more than one predictor. Here use is

made of the multiple linear regression model. In a multiple regression model, a

single predictand, Y, has more than one predictor variable, X.

The model for multiple linear regression is:

(14)

Where Y is the dependent variable to be predicted (Le. TC days), x is the

independent variable (Le. QBO), and the fJ'S are the regression coefficients that

adjust to provide "best fit".

2.2.9.1 Model Development

In summary, research was first undertaken through composite and area

correlation analysis to reveal which physical parameter offers potential skill for

the seasonal prediction of TC based on their historical relationship. Pair-wise

correlation analysis at 3, 6 and 9 months lag prior to the cyclone season was

used to isolate predictors. A maximum of 13 candidate predictors for each

season (MJJ, JA$ and SON) was extracted for conSideration.

2.2.9.2 Forward Stepwise Regression

In this study linear multivariate models are developed using forward stepwise

regression. The fbrward stepwise method starts with zero parameters in the

model and then interactively selects and adds parameters into the model with

the aim of obtaining a model with a high degree of fit to the predictant. In the
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forward stepwise technique the predictors are added to the regression equation

progressively starting with the one that explains the highest variance. A

maximum of three predictors are permitted in the model to eliminate the

dangers of co-linearity. The stepwise method also allows predictors to be

removed from the model through manual interaction. For each model fit an

evaluation of adjusted R2
, the standard error of the estimate, and an ANOVA

table for assessing the fit of the model is performed.

2.2.9.3 Co-Linearity Test of model predictors

Co linearity can be problematic in multivariate regression models. Independent

predictor variables should. be relatively uncorrelated. So tests are done once a

model is developed to see if each predictor makes a unique contribution. A

rejection criteria of r>0.23 is applied.

2.2.9.4 Validation and Verification of the Model

Validation determines the skill of the forecast. Any forecast verification method

involves comparison between matched pairs of forecasts and the observations

to which they pertain. Cross-validation is performed by successfully omitting

groups of years from the training period. In doing so, the prediction is now

based on a model for the remaining years. The withdrawn years play no part of

the prediction. The predictor data for the withheld years are then projected

onto the model, and predictand values are generated and verified against

observed data for the withheld years. In this study the predictive models were

tested for reliability by excluding the first and the last 10 years and predicting

the outcome based on a model for the remaining years. Similar to work has

been done by Hastenrath et al., (1995); Mason, (1998); Jury et al., (1999);
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Mwafulirwa and Jury (2002). To explore instabilities in the model equations one

model is allowed to 'freely' select predictors from the candidate pool of

predictors of the remaining years, while the other method 'freezes' the

predictors (Mwafulirwa and Jury 2002) so that the same predictors are found in

the model for the test period. The results from both validations are then

compared. Model performance is evaluated using normalized data in a tereile

category scheme (Bamston, 1992).

Below shows the tereile category developed for TC verification in SWIO:

Below Normal: < - 0.5

Normal : -0.5 to + 0.5

Above Normal: >0.5

2.3.0 Comparison Between NCEP And QuikSCAT Wind Field Across TC
center

A number ofTC's were selected in the period 1999-2002 to compare NCEP and

QUikSCAT wind speed. The wind speeds were digitized from the maps in a

north- south and east-west cross-section across the TC center. A composite of

similar fields was developed to calculate the difference between NCEP and

QUikSCAT winds within 300· km of the TC center using a simple area

approximation method.
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2.3.1 Area Approximation

The area average wind field is calculated by summing up the area under

QuikSCAT and NCEP graph from 100 to 300 km radius for N-S and E-W cross

sections as shown in figure 7.1 (e) of chapter 7. The factor difference between

the two is simply calculated as follows:

0QSclZ/ + '+~Scah

ONCE['+ .+0NCEf:
(15)

2.3.2 Swell Computations

calculating wave properties near TC is often difficult. The primary difficulty is

that the wind speeds increase from the outer limits of the TC to the eye wall. It

is also difficult to find an area were the winds are constant in speed and

direction. The fetch area for NCEP and QuikSCAT are also spatially different.

Nevertheless, best estimates of cyclone generated swell, wave set-up and

storm surge heights are crucial for the evaluation of coastal impacts. The

practical application of studying swells is to know when the first swells are

expected to arrive and what their direction will be. Other critical information

indude wave period and most importantly the wave height In this study wave

properties generated by QuikSCAT and NCEP winds are compared via a set of

criteria: The fetch area represents winds with similar direction facing the

landfall station and the wind speed is an area average over the fetch. A

combination of duration times and unlimited duration time and fetch length

based on US Navy wave model was applied to calculate significant wave height

and period for given wind speeds. The fraction of the swell reaching the
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forecast point compared to seas present at the downwind edge of fetch was

computed using decay curves. The speed of the TC was not considered in these

calculations.

2.3.3 Basic Swell properties

In swell computation, the group velocities of individual sinusoidal wave

components are important to propagate wave energy. The wavelength (L) and

group wave speed (C) is given by the following equations:

gT2

L= - (16)
2Jl

gT
C=

2Jl
(17)

Where g is the acceleration due to gravity, T is the wave period in seconds.

The travel time of the swell from the generation area to a given point in that

same direction is given in equation below.

Rp Rp
= =0660*-

1.515T . T
(18)

Where t, is the travel time, T is the wave period; Rp is the distance from the

front edge of the fetch to point P(Landfall station).

Wave components with maximum period are the first to arrive at a given point

because they travel faster. These components continue to arrive over a period

D h until they disappear. Meanwhile, slower wave components arrive and also
p

last for a period of Dph. The slowest wave component starts to arrive as the
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fastest wave is disappearing. D p is the duration of wave generation in the

direction of P. The swell heights in table 7 of chapter 7 are decayed swells

calculated from the TC fetch area for a given distance away from the landfall

location.

24.0 Storm Surge Computations

When the TC makes landfall a rise of sea level occurs, followed by a rush of sea

water inland. This inland-moving water often causes devastating damage to

coastal property and also loss of life along the coast. A number of factors

operate together to produce storm surge. These include: inverted Barometric

effect (sea surface rises at a place as atmospheric pressure is low), open sea

waves (wind generated waves), fetch of water (water displaced towards the

coast in which the winds are on-shore), slope of the coastal shelf (a shallow

shelf causes a rise in sea level near the coast), local coastal topography (shape

and structure of coast) and astronomical tides (rise and fall of water level

depending on the phase of the moon and sun) .

24.1 2-D Storm SUrge Analytical Model

A 2-D analytical model of storm surge is employed to estimate the sea level rise

for selected cyclones driven by scatterometer (QuikSCAT) and NCEP winds

when making landfall over Madagascar and Mozambique. Here the total storm

surge is computed by considering the effect of the surge (wave-set-up from on

shore wind), astronomical tidal values and inverse barometric effect. Frictional

effects at the surface and at the sea bed are not included and it is assumed

that the amplitude of the surge is small rompared to the depth H of the sea.
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Further, it is assumed that the horizontal scale of the surge is large compared

to H, such that hydrostatic assumptions are valid. The depth of the sea is

assumed constant from the coast. The storm surge is calculated by solving the

three equations of motion (19), (20) and (21). It is noted that the stationary

solution of the equations is in interest. Therefore, the storm surge (sea level

growth) due to the wind is given in equation (22). The horizontal wind stress

( Tx) of the wind is given by equation (23) and directed perpendicular to the

water mass movement (M r ).

T x

V H

~~==--t- MSL

z Mr

~sea
Level

@ 4

4

U, 4

y

x

Fig 2.2: Diagram of 2-D storm surge model

(19)

Qv
-+ fu = -g17at Y

(20)

tu av aw
-+-+-=0ax ay az (21)
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(22)

and

(23)

Where C '" 1.4 X 10 -3 (drag coefficient, 'ix is the horizontal wind stress, f is
D

the cariolis elfect,R d is the Rossby radius,Pa is the density of air,p" is the

density of sea water, U is the average wind in the fetch area in ms-I , H is the

depth of the sea in meters, t is the time variable, y is the horizontal distance of

the TC from landfall, and 11,· is the sea level.

The sea level growth estimation was done from 0 hours to +3 hours only. The

3 hours represents the time taken for the sea level to grow before TC landfall.

The 3 hours cut-off is chosen because frictional effects at the surface and at

the sea bed are ignored and horizontal scale of surge is large compared to the

ocean depth.

2.4.2 Wave set Up

The cyclone tide caused by the shoreward water mass transport and the effect

of breaking waves yields a wave setup. The wave set up is dependent on the

height H and period T of the breaking waves (Simpson and Riehl, 1981). This

equation was also employed by Naerra and Jury (1997) to estimate storm surge

in Madagascar. The wave set up is added as a component of the total storm

surge.

5=
1

0.19 H [(1 -2.82(H I g T 2
) 2: ]
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2A.3 Astronomical Tide

The astronomical tide (11 t ) was cnmputed by considering the typical tides at TC

landfall position. The average astronomical tide is then presented as error bars

to indicate the potential total storm surge height ( 11 t ).

2.4.4 Inverse Baromebic effect

In estimating the storm surge, a further cnndition is applied to include

meteorological effects of atmospheric pressure. At deep water boundaries the

inverse barometric effect (Bowden, 1983) is used. This rorrection is obtained by

assuming static conditions. The inverse barometric effect is given by the

following equation:

(25)

Where Po is the mean sea level atmospheric pressure (M5L) calculated east of

Madagascar (12-25°5, 47-55° E) ego 1010.8 hPa and 1013.5 hPa in February

and April respectively and Pc is the central atmospheric pressure of the TC.

2.4.5 Total Stonn Surge

The total storm surge (11T) is therefore the rombination of the inverse

barometric effect, astronomical tides and surge effects.

- • + -11r - 11; + 11. - 11,
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•
Where 1]s also includes the wave setup. It should be noted that effects of TC

movement were not considered here.

2.5 oceanic Upwelling ( OJE )

The thermodine sea-saw is forced by wind stress and is much related to the

transient Rossby wave. The following equations explain the relation between

wind stress, divergence and upwelling.

Div=V-M=
am",
ax (27)

1 [a (7: y ) a (7: x )]'" p ax f - ay f

Where mx and my are the water mass transport in the x and y direction
respectively

1 -->

'" pi Curl T

Where ()) E is the vertical speed (upwelling)

f is the coriolis force

T is the wind stress curl.
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The link between thermocline oscillations, TC days and fish catch is examined in

this study. Decrease TC days may be associated with a shallower wind mixed

layer, raised thennocline and increase nutrients in the euphotic zone (light

layer), thus better fish catch.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter data type, sources and general methods of data analysis have

been covered. A range of data sets ranging from monthly to daily are used to

study the variability of intense TC, cyclonic marine weather and impacts in the

south west Indian OCean. The main methods of analyses are composite,

correlation, hovrnoller, continuous wavelet transfonn (CWT), forward stepwise

multivariate statistical analyses, digitization, and the use of empirical tables and

model equations.

The next chapter examines the dominant spatial ocean-dimate signals of high

and low TC days through the composite analysis method.
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Distribution of TeIllperature Profiles
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Chapter 3

Ocean- Atmospheric Circulation For Intense TC Days

3.0 Introduction

The ocean and abnosphere fields associated with the variability in the intense TC

days are investigated in this chapter. An intense TC index is created as discussed

eariier. Maps are generated for high and low years to reveal the dominant

signals. The key target variables and areas are determined.

3.1 Time Series of Intense TC Days In SWIO

1lIe dependent variable used to define seasonal TC actiVity is the total number of

days in the season in which disturbances had radial wind >45 m s-J and an eye

visible on satellite imagery. The standardized intense TC days index for the SWIO

is shown in figure 3.1. The time series consists of 41 years of data from the TC

season of 1960 -1961 to 2001 - 2002. The average standardized TC days for the

decade 1960-69,1970-79,1980-1989 and 1990-99 are 0.3, 0, -0.7 and 0.1

respectively. This shows that the decade 1960-69 was the most active while

1980-89 was the least active in terms of intense tropical cyclone days.

3.2 High And Low Intense TC Years

High TC years occur in the 1960's to early 1970's and in the early 1990's and

2001. In contrast, low years are observed in the mid 1970's up to the early
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1990's. The years identified with high TC days (standard deviation >1) are

1962-63, 1967-68, 1969-70, 1970-71, 1972-73, 1993-94, 2001-2002 and the

years selected with low TC days (standard deviation < -1) are 1997-98, 1966-67,

1973-74, 1980-81, 1982-83, 1984-85 and 1986-87.

3.3.0 Seasonal Composite of Ocean-AbnOSphere Anomaly Fields

The composite fields of the Atmospheric-Qcean surface variables such as Vector

winds, geopotential height, sea level pressure, velocity potential, stream'

function, specific humidity, OlR, potential temperature and SST are mapped

using the NCEP-Climate Diagnostic Centre (CDC) data for the JJA, SON and

DJFM season. For presentation simplidty and whenever appropriate, composite

maps for June to November season are presented. Variables showing interesting

features with height are analyzed through pressure cross-section analysis with

respect to longitude or latitude.

3.3.1 Vector Wind

Composite wind fields are analyzed to find the kinematics responsible for the

extreme mode of variability in TC days in the SWIO. The levels 700 and 200 hPa

are considered. A westerly wind anomaly extends across the tropical Atlantic at

700 hPa in JJA (fig 3.2 a) and SON (fig 3.3 a) season. The westerly wind

anomaly at 700 hPa weakenS in the DJFM season (fig 3.4 a). On the other hand,

there is a significant increase in northwesterly flow north west of Madagascar.

The in-season pattern in vector wind agrees. well with earlier results of

RakotOhdlClfara (2001). At 200 hPa there are anomalous easterlies over the

A\l6l1ti1::bcean in the months JJA (fig 3.2 b) and SON (fig 33 b). The easterlies

die out significantly k1 DJFM season (fig 3.4 b). A burst of easterlies is seen in

the Indian ~ejlIl' hi SON only. The Atlantic zonal overturning is further examined
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through cross section analysis from June to November season. Figure 3.5 (a)

confirms the zonal overturning with westerly winds peaking from 50· W - 60· E

while easter1y winds peak in the layer 100-300 hPa. The height-latitude cross

section of zonal wind (fig 3.5 b) when averaged from 80· W to 100· E shows

maximum upper level easterlies along the equator.

Another important climate feature observed on the 200 hPa wind field is a

southern hemisphere subtropical jet stream and an eastward propagating trough

from the SOUth At/antic ocean to southeast Africa during the season. The jet

stream pattern has important links to the variability of TC days in the SWIO as

will be studied later.

3.3.2 Velocity Potential

The kinematic feature that represents convective outflows and vertical motion is

velocity potential, the divergent (irotational) component of the wind. Strong

convection is associated with areas of negative velocity potential at upper levels.

Two opposing centers of action are identified, over South America and a

relatively weaker signal over the east Indian Ocean (fig 3.6 a). The pattern

weakens during the SON season (not shown). In the cyclone season the negative

velocity potential intensifies and displaces further north of Australia causing

steep gradient at 80 E(fig 3.6 b).

33.3 Potential Temperature

To assess the thermodynamic role of the atmosphere, the potential temperature

field is analyzed at 500 hPa. Anomalous positive temperature is detected in the

Indian ocean centered over Mauritius before the season. The potential
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temperature is below nonnal in the south eastern Atlantic ocean (fig 3.7 a).

During the cyclone season, the potential temperature signal in the SWlO

weakens slightly but is much enhanced over west Africa. Simultaneously there is

significant decrease in potential temperature along the eastern equatorial Indian

ocean (fig 3.7 b).

3.3A Geopotential Height

Geopotential height (GPH) indiCates atmospheric structure in zones of thermal

gradients. The long waves in the GPH field constitute the most energetic and

longest time-scale phenomena in the atmosphere. Rossby waves cause

deviations of the dl'OJmpolar jet Synoptic-scale cydones and anticyclones with

length scales of the order of 1000-3000 km and time scales 5-10 days are

embedded within these large Rossby wave loops. In the high minus low TC

oomposite map (fig 3.8 a) center of deep low GPH signal is observed in the

southeast Padfic ocean and another slightly weaker low GPH center in the

southern tip of South Africa. In between are positive anomalies which together

oonstitute a "wave train" of dl'OJmpolar number three. In the cyclone season (fig

3.8 b) the GPH wave three patterns is less coherent The deep low GPH displaces

ftom the south east Padfic into the South Atlantic ocean. The positive GPH

eenter in the Atlantic Ocean propagates to the southern tip of Africa, while a

negative anomaly resides in the SWIO in the peak cyclone season. The GPH has

an approximate wavelength of 10,000 kJlometers in the period from June to

November. Propagation of the GPH signal from the Padtic to the Indian ocean is

an important climate signal related to intense TC and wind shear. Therefore,

further work will be carried in the ooming chapters to establish associations and

links.
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3.3.5 Outgoing Long Wave Radiation (OLR) and Specific Humidity

OLR is the outgoing long wave radiation measured by satellite, and is a key

element in identifying regions of convection. Negative OLR indicates convection

regions while positive OlR are wann and cloud free regions. For the TC

composite, a strong and stable positive signal is observed over the Amazon

suggesting suppressing convection and clouds there. In contrast, negative OlR is

found over equatorial Africa and the Indian Ocean region in the June - November

season (fig 3.9 a) associated with the near equatorial trough (NET). Interestingly

OlR is negative over the Sahel in JAS season (not shown). Hence increased

rainfall there leads to more TC days in the SWIO, just as for Atlantic hurricanes.

The OLR signal over the Amazon becomes stronger in SON season while in the

Indian Ocean the OLR weakens (not shown). During the cyclone season both the

Amazon and Indian Ocean signal weakens (fig 3.9 b). A negative anomaly in OLR

develops between latitude 5-12°5 in the Indian Ocean associated with a

strengthened intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). The OLR is also another

important climate signal to be investigated in the following chapters.

Similar pattern is reflected in the specific humidity fields in the 600 hPa (fig 3.10

a). The maximum moisture around 30°5, 70 0 E dUring the season (fig 3.10 b)

suggests the area where the TCs dissipate and transfer energy polewards.
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3.4.0 seasonal Composite of OCean Anomaly Fields

The romposite fields of ocean-subsurface variables were mapped using the

University of Maryland reanalysis data. Variables such as heat content anomaly

(HCA), sub-surface temperature and, thermocline romposites were explored for

both the Atlantic and Indian ocean. The Indian Ocean basin reveals a strong

signal. C~section analyses with longitude were perfonned on the sub-SUrface

temperature, while hovmoller or time-longitude analysis was carried out on the

heat rontent anomaly.

3.4.1 sea Surface Temperature

A notable signal in ssr is a persistent rooling (up to peak of _1.6° C) in the east

Pacific ocean. The signal is stronger in DJFM season (fig 3.11 c). This resembles

a la Nina mode (Meyers et al., 1986). In the Indian Ocean significant warming in

ssrs is observed between 5-25°5 and 70 to 100° E (FIg 3.11 a, b). The

evolution of the warm pool (peak +0.s°C) from the South East Indian ocean to

the central 10 resembles a propagating 'Rossby' wave. Similar pattern in ssr
were obtained by Rakotondrafara (2001).

3.4.2 Heat Content

The Indian Ocean HCA is characterized by the west being below normal and the

east being above (fig 3.12). The center of positive HCA is shown to displace

westward from a mean center of 80
0

E to 72°Efrom JJA to DJFM season. This

characterizes the slow westward propagation of the Rossby wave in the Indian

ocean.
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3.4.31ime Longitude (Hovmoller) of 125 m vertically Integl'illted HCA

An investigation is carried out to study the Rossby wave propagation using

Hovrnoller analysis of vertically integrated HCA. Rgure 3.13 (a), 3.13 (b) and

3.13 (c) are time-longitude section for high, low and high minus low TC days

respectively.

For High TC days (fig 3.13 a) the dominant structure is composed of the Rossby

wave propagating from 85° E to near 70° E from JJA to SON. The Rossby wave

amplifies in magnitude in the central Indian OCean basin. Below normal HCA is

seen to gradually develop west of 65° Eduring the cyclone season DJFM. Overall

the composite for high TC c1ear1y shows the East-West gradient in HCA.

In the Low TC days the east is characterized with negative while to the west

there is positive HCA especially in June-August months. The pattern weakens

towards January. This pattern is opposite to the high intense TC days HCA

structure and pattern.

The remaIKable feature in the difference field (high- low) is the dipole like

pattern in the ear1y season. In the Iongitudes 50 - 60° E there is negative HCA

and between 75-85° E it is positiVe HCA. This suggests ocean indices such as

SST and HCA may help in TC prediction from the ear1y season.

3.4.4 Subsurface Tempel'illture

The maximum negative subsurface temperature amplitude is centered at 40

140m deep and between 50-600 E while the positive center is having similar

depths to the east at 75-85° E in JJA (fig 3.14 a). In SON (fig 3.14 b), it is

observed that the warming spreads deeper. This intuitively suggests that the

Rossby wave penetrates deeper as it propagates westward. Though, the

structural pattern modifies and slightly weakens, the dipole structure is
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maintained. In the cyclone season (fig 3.14 c) the sulrsurface centers have

tighter temperclture gradient and are seen to maintain their maximum

amplitudes above 100 meters depth. The zero rontour line separating the warm

and cool centers shifts between lO·E to 60·E from July to January. The

romposite subsurface temperature structure with respect to TC days resembles

an east- west mode recently found by Yeshanew (2004).

3.4.5 Low Level Wind rleld And HCAIn The Indian ocean

The wind field at 1000 hPa shows an interesting cyclonic drculation positioned at

15-30· S, aD-90· E in SON (fig 3.15 a) with strong easterties to the south. The

cyclonic drculation displaces to the west IQ without suffering much change to

55-65· E in DJF (fig 3.15 b). This drculation helps drive the propagation and

downwelling of the Rossby wave indicated by the shaded rontours. At this time

the easterly wind anomaly to the south is observed to decrease but

simultaneously there is a marked increase in northwesterly wind anomaly to the

immediate north of Madagascar. The increased north westerly anomaly is of

paramount importance to the development and intensification of intense TC in

the region indicated by a dashed box.

3.5.0 Key Target Areas

Key target areas are identified from the ocean and atmosphere composites fields

on the basis that the parameters have a strong·stable and spatially widespread

signal three to six months prior to the peak cyclone season (Table 3.1).
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3.6.0 Summary

The average standardised TC days shows that the decade 1960-69 was the most

active while the decade 1980-89 was the least active. The ocean and

abnospheric fields associated with the variabUity of intense TC in the SWIO has

been analyzed via the romposite method using high minus low cases. The

difference field reveals potential dimate signals. Table 3(b) summarizes the

identified strong signals and their location. There is a strong easterly wind

anomaly at upper levels over the Atlantic Ocean while opposing westerly flow

occurs at low levels. The composite analyses reveal a centre of action over the

Amazon in velocity potential, and OLR. The South America signal is stronger than

the Indian Ocean signal. Another important finding is the south east Pacific

geopotential height which shows a global wave three pattern particularly in SON.

In the folloWing chapters the dipole between SOuth America and Indian Ocean

and the south east Pacific geopotential height wave three patterns will be

investigated further.

Oceanic parameters such as HCA and subsurface temperature reveal the

important role of the roupled Rossby wave propagating from the eastern to

central Indian ocean. In phase with the Rossby wave is a westward-moving

cyclonic drculation comprised of increasing easterly trade winds in the subtropics

and north westerly winds near Madagascar.

The next chapter considers statistical relationships, tele-connection and stability

of association between TC days and ocean-atmosphere variables uncovered

here.
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Ocean

OLR Soultl America 10 N - 20· 5ISOW- 4O·W
Surface

Specilic: Humidity Soultl America 5 N - 20· 5/00 W - 40· W
1000 hP.

Specific Humidity East Atl_c Ocean! 600 hP. 10 N - 10· 5140 W - 100· E
EqlJ<ltorjal #Trca/lO

Precipitable Water Soultl America 10 N - 20· Sf 80 W - 40· W

Precipitable Water East Atl_c Ocean! Surface 10 N - 10· 51 40 W - 100· E
EqU<Itorial #Trca/lO

Table 3.1(a): key area, level and location of atmospheriC parameters extracted from
high minus low TC composite
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I I

I
,

I I
LeYeI Key .....Ioca_ II PlI_r KeyAmo ii

I
ssr East Atlantic Ocean surface SN - 20° S/30W- Wo E ,,

I
ssr South Atlantic Oceal I surface 25S- 35° S/30W-l0° E I

I I I
I ssr West Indian Ocean

I
surface 20S-3SoS/SOE-SOoE

I
ssr . South East lndian Ocean I surface 10S-2So 5/80-100° E

II
o.x... Heat Content WIO i SubSurface ID 125m O-lOoS/SO- 65° E

I(HCA) I

o.x... Heat Conllent EIO I Subsurface ID 125m SS-15° 5/70- 90" E I
(HCA) I I

o.x... Heat Content NWIO I Subsurface ID 125m SN-1So N/55-7O" E I

(HCA) I I
50 m Temperature WIO i 50 m Depth 55-iS" S/SO-65° E

II
50 m Temperature EIO t 50 m Depth SS-15° 5/70-90° E I

I I
100 m Temperature EIO I 100 m lJepth SS-15° 5/70-90° E I

I I
100 m Temperature WIO , 100 m lJepth 55-15° 5/SO- 65° E

I---_.._~-_._-
_____________,___________J

-- ._._---- ._~...

Table 3.1(b): key area, level and location of ocean surface and sub-surface parameters
extracted from high minus low TC composite
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Chapter 4

Statistical Relationships, Tele-connections and Stability of Association

4.0 Inboduction

This section studies the degree of associations and physical tele-connection

between variables Using correlation analysis. In addition to the composite signals

of chapter 3, the key cUrnate fields showing significant correlations will provide a

candidate pool of predictors for the seasonal prediction of TC days. The stability of

association between the potential predictors is investigated through cross wavelet

transform (CWT) method. It was shown in chapter 3 that there existed an

opposing convective (OlR) polarity pattern between South America and Indian

Ocean before and during the TC season. Recent studies have highlighted the

importance of the Atlantic zonal drculation are in establishing anti-phase dirnate

regimes in South America and North Africa. Further work will be carried out to

investigate how this mechanism relates to SWIO TC variability.

Unear correlation analysis is the method used to describe the relationship between

TC days and environmental parameters for the MJJ, JAS and SON months. The

degree of association between TC and key area time series indices will indicate the

dirnate variables influencing TC variability in the SWIO. It is recalled that annual

statistical correlation coefficient of (r) > 0.23 is statistically significant at 95 %

since the degrees of freedom (df) of the TC days index is 40. Therefore, values <

0.23 are omitted in the following tables.
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4.1 Association Between Intense TC Days Index With Atlantic Equatorial

And Indian OCean Winds.

The TC days index is negatively correlated with the equatorial Atlantic- western

Indian ocean zonal wind at 200 hPa (peak correlation in SON with -0.29) but

positively related with zonal winds at 700 hPa with peak correlation of 0.33 in

SON. The equatorial southeast Indian OCean 200 hPa wind anomalies is pooriy

associated with the TC days index but is significantly negatively correlated with

700 hPa zonal wind with a correlation of -0.45 in JAS. The results indicate how the

Atlantic and Indian ocean zonal overturning drculations affect: TC potential in the

SWIO (table 4.1).

2llOhPa

700hPa

SON

MD

».sI

-0.29

0.26

0.27

-0.28

-0.45

I
0.33

SON -0.28

-;--:~=----:-:-:c'I---:;-;-:,--_ =--:----;--;-------c:-::-=~,______c_:c_~~-----.J
Table 4.1: COrrelation of between TC clays index and 200 hPa and 700 hPa zonal wind in

east Indian ocean (Ueio) and Atlantic Otean (lJaoio)
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4.2 Association Between Intense TC Days With Velocity Potential Over

South America And Stream Function In South Atlantic - Southern Indian

OCean

A strong positive association of velocity potential at upper levels over South

America is observed throughout with TC index. The strongest association is in SON

when the rorrelation is +0.44 (table 4.2). This suggests increased upper level

ronvergence and low level divergence over South America. The South AtlantiC and

Indian OCean stream function (sigma 0.21) shows peak negative association of 

0.29 with TC days in SON season. Hence upper anti-eydonic shear favors

increased TC days.

(VPsa)

America

VeklCity Potential

(SFsaoio)

South Atlanti: &

Indian Orean

Stream Function

MD

SON

0.26

033

0.44

-0.23

-0.29

Table 4.2: COrrelation coefficient between TC da~ index and south America upper level
veIodty potential (vpsa) and stream function over south Atlantic & Indian ocean

(SFsaoio)
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43 Association Between IntenseTC Days Index AndSOutheastem

Pacific Geopotential Height And Eastern Pacific ocean SST.

The geopotential height (GPH) in the southeastern Padfic Ocean is significantly

negatively correlated with the SWlO TC index with a peak correlation of -0.56 in

SON. Similarly, the eastern Pacific SST is negatively correlated (r= -0.3) with the

TC days index (table 43). The cooling in SST in the eastern Pacific suggests an

association with ENSO phase, ego La Nina favoring increased TC.

MD

SON

-0.24

-056 -0.30

Table 4.3: Correlation coefficient between TC days index and southern Pacific
geopotential height (GPHsp) and eastEm PacifIC ocean SST (SSTep)
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4.4 Association Between Intense ye. Days Index With South America

Indian OCean Out going Long Wave Radiation (OLR) And Specific

Humidity.

The OLR is a proxy of convection. Positive OLR implies poor convection and

negative OLR indicates convection. The TC days index is strongly positively

rorreIated with South America OLR with peak. correlation of +0.45 in SON (table

4.4). Below normal specific humidity is also observed in the surface layers with

TC days (correlation of -0.4). This implies below normal rainfall or dry conditions

prevail over South America during years with high TC. In contrast, the central-east

equatorial Indian Ocean experiences increased convection from MJJ to SON (r= 

0.22 in JAS)and inaeased moisture flux in SON (peak correlation +0.22).

(0LReia)

East Indian

Oreal

OLR

(SHsal)

South America

Spe<ft

Humidity

(58eio)

East Indian

Ocean

Specific

Humidity

MD

lAS

SON

0.30

0.41

0.45

-{I.23

-0.26

-0.39

-0.40

0.23

0.23

Table 4.4: Correlation coeffideI1t between re days index and 0lR over south America
(0lRsa), east Indian Ocean (0LRei0) and specific humidity (JI/er south Amerlca and east

Indian ocean (SHsal and SHeio)
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4.5 Association Between Intense TC Days Index With Thermocline Depth

The thermocline depth across the Indian ocean is surprisingly found in this study

not to be statistically significant with respect to the intense TC days index. This

result is at odds with the signal and studies such as Xie et al (2001). However, the

100 m sub-surface ocean temperature and ssr's in the southeast Indian OCean in

the JAS months provide a useful signal as shown below.

4.6 Association Between Intense TC Days Index With Southeast Indian

ocean ssr, Sub-Surface Temperatures and Northwest Indian Ocean HCA

A peak positive rorrelation of 0.25 exists between the TC days index and South

east Indian ocean ssr in SON (table 4.5). The inter-annual variations in ssr show

significant associations in the months directly before TC season. Warmer ssr

influences the moisture content and stabilitY of the tower atmosphere. It provides

extra energy for cyclone development and intensification. It also induces a lower

surface pressure as shown in figure 3.15 of chapter 3.

The 100 m depth temperature in the southeast Indian OCean is also significantly

associated (r= 0.28) with the TC days index in JAS months (table 4.5). Very weak

associations between TC days and the SWlO ssr and HCA are found at these time

lags. The HCA in the northwest Indian OCean shows a significant negative

rorrelation of -0.27 with the TC during the SON season possibly due to a stronger

southwest monsoon. This suggests that a stronger/weaker southem hemisphere

winter monsoon could be followed by a decrease/increase in TC days in SWIO

governed by tropospheric biennial oscillations (TBO).
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(T100ei0)

South East Indian

Ocean lOOm

tempeature

(HCAnwio)

North Western Indian

ocean Heat Content

SON 0.25 -D.27

Table 4.5: Correlation between TC days index and southeastern Indian Ocean SST
(SSTseio), southeast Indian Ocean 100 m temperature and north western Indian ocean

heat rontent anomaly (HCAnwio).

4.7 Association Between Intense TC Days Index With Global Indices

Nin03 representing the ENSO signature in the Padfic ocean is negatively

rorreIated (1--0.29 in SON) with TC days index (table 4.6). The wann phase of

the ENSO (8 Nino) in the Padfic Ocean suppresses intense TC days mainly by

altering relative vorticity in the lower atmosphere and by inaeasing vertical shear.

The QBO at 30 hPa is negatively associated with the TC index with peak

rorreIation of -<1.23 in SON. Gray (1984a) and Shapiro (1989) have shown that the

stratospheric QBO modulates Atlantic basin TC activity; enhanced activity is

observed during QBO west phase. However, in the 10, it is the east phase of the

QBO that enhanres TC activity. A detailed mechanism is still to be established.

The north Atlantic oscillation (NAO) in positively associated with a rorrelation of

0.29 with the TC days index in SON months while the Padfic Decadal Oscillation is

negatively assodated with the TC index (r=-<I.29). The sahel rainfall index is also
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showing significant relation with a peak rorrelation of +038 in JAS with the SWIO

TC index (table 4.6).

SON
-0.22 0.29 -0.23 0.24

Table 4.6: Correlation between TC index, Nine 3 (ENSO Signature), north Atlantic
oscillation (NAO), QBO, 5aheI rainfall and Pacific decadal OSCillation (POOl

4.8 Summary of ocean-AbnOsphere Relationship with TC

The rorrelation summary as bar graphs are shown in figures (4.1 a) and (4.1 b). n
is observed that few ocean variables are significantly associated with the TC index

at these lead times rompared with the atmospheric variables. Variables with a

correlation > 0.23 are retained as candidate predictors in modeIing efforts in

chapter 5.There are a total of 9 predictors for MJJ months while 13 for both JJA

and SON months.
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4.9 ENSO Transmission to the SWIO

We seek to explain ENSO - interactions and transmission with the related dimate

indices and its influence in the Indian ocean. Earlier results indicated that negative

anomalies of ssr· in the eastern Pacific and south eastern Pacific geopotential

height were possible signatures of cold phases of ENSO (La Nina) that enhance

the number of intense TC days in the SWlO. Jury & Pathack (1992) established

that El Nino suppress TC by increasing westerly wind shear despite the favorable

anomalous wanner SST.

4.9.1 Eastern Pacific SST and Associations With Atlantic Zonal Winds

and South America Moisture

The east Pacific ssr in MJJ is negatively associated with the JAS AtlantiC 700 hPa

zonal winds with a maximum negative correlation of -0.33. In contrast, the east

Pacific ssr has a maximum positive association with Atlantic 200 hPa zonal winds

of 0.S1 in SON. The correlation of the eastern Pacific ssr and South America low

level specific humklity (1000 hPa) is statistically significant with correlation of

+0.49 in MJJ. When east Pacific ssr declines, so does moisture over the Amazon.

There is a coupling with the Atlantic, such that k>wer westerly/upper easterly wind

anomalies ocx:ur.
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4.9.2 ENSO Temporal Relationship And Stability

To understand the interactions and time evolutiOn of the common spectral energy

and the tropical drculation indices with the intense TCdays in the time and

frequency domain the cross wavelet transfonn (CWT) filtered in the 1.5-16 year

time band is used. CWT helps examine the evolutiOn of association that

correlatiOns cannot evaluate (Jury et al., 2002). n will indicate the stability and

phase relatiOnship between related environmental variables. The Atlantic zonal

drculation Index is defined here as the difference in zonal wind at 200 hPa and

700 hPa (U - U100 ) over the region slated in table 3 of chapter 3...
4.93 Relationship Between Atlantic ZOnal Circulation (AZC) And Eastem

PaciticSST

The AZC is closely coupled with eastern Pacific ssr time series for most of the

time between 1950 and 2001 (fig 4.2 a). The instantaneous correlation is

significant at +0.63. The cross modulus-spectral energy between the AZC time

index and eastern Pacific ssr shows common spectral energy from 1967-1974,

1982-1989 and 1993-2001 in the 3 to 4 year band. 28% of total cross-wavelet

modulus energy is found in the decadal band (fig 4.2 b). The instantaneous time

delay between the two time series is shown in figure 4.2 c. The AZC leads the

eastern Pacific ssr by an average lead time of 2 to 4 months.
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4.9A Relationship between Atlantic Zonal Circulation and OLR Over

South America

The OLR over South America is positively associated with the AZC (r= 0.38). The

overturning of the AZC increases low level moisture divergence over South

America and mnsequently increasing OLR (decreasing convection). The coml1l:m

cross wavelet modulus spectral energy between the two time series shows high

energy between 1971 to 19n and 1995-2001 in the 2-3 year band. Moderate

. cross-modulus spectral energy is found in the 4 year band from 1983 - 1998 (fig

4.3 b). Weak spectral energy is obServed from 1954-1980 in the 10 year band.

The time delay analysis shows that the OLR lags the AZC by an average period of

3 to 5 months (fig 4.3 c).

4.9.5 Relationship Between Nino 3 and South west Cenballndian ocean

SST

Nino 3 SST index is used as al reference for the ENSO tele-connection from the

Pacific region. The result shows that Nino 3 is associated with SEIO ssr with a

correlation coetJicient of 0.47 respectively (fig 4.4 a). The peak co-spectral energy

is concenbated during strong ENSO years in the at 2-4 year band (4.4 b). Nino3

consistently leads the 10 ssr by 4 - 6 months on average (fig 4.4 c). This dearly

indicates the ENSO influence on ssr variability in the Indian ocean. This result

agrees well with previous findings (Latif and Barnett, 1995; Tourre and White,

1997; Venzke et ai, 2000). The mechanisms by which B Nino signal may be

transmitted in the Indian Ocean is through some of the Rossby wave motion in

the eastern Pacific during B Nino which may penetrate through the Indonesian

archipelago and reach Africa, where it causes a deepening of the therroocline, as

in Peru. This causes unusually warm water off equatorial eastern Africa, which
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may result in disruptive tIoods particularly after the normal end of the wet season.

Walker-like circulation cell is responsible for the uplift over eastern Afiicaand

subsidence (severe drought) over Sumatra (Indonesia).

4.10 COupled ocean-Atmosphere Interactions

This section explores ocean-atmosphere interactions between the Atlantic and

Indian ocean. The Atlantic Zonal arculation is correlated with the Indian ocean

SST and sub-surface ocean temperature for the seasons MJJ, JAS, and SON

months. A Similar procedure is carried out with the Indian ocean zonal Winds at

700 hPa and the Indian ocean surface and sub-surface parameters. The temporal

associations and stability are studied with the CWT technique.

ocean - Abnosphere Interactions between Atlantic and Indian ocean

The Atlantic zonal wind at 700 hPa and 200 hPa in JAS and MJJ has a peak

correlation of -0.58 and +0.67 with the ]AS western Indian ocean SST. The east

Indian ocean is less influenced by the Atlantic Zonal Orculation (maximum

correlation of -0.39).

The ocean sub-surface temperature at 100 m depth in JAS is positively associated

(correlation of 0.34) with the SON 700 hPa Atlantic zonal wind. In MJJ the 100 m

temperature has a .-0.36 correlation with the JAS 200 hPa Atlantic wind. n is

suggested that oscillations of the Indian ocean thermocline are related to the Ale
(Yeshanew, 20(4). The east-west oscillation of the thermoc\inevia the ocean

Rossby wave propagation (Shukla, 2(02) has important consequences in ocean

atmospheric coupling, especially in terms of the Atlantic and Pacific zonal
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atmospheric drculations in the ENSO time scale which sets the dimatic dipole

between South America and Africa.

The following section examines the temporal associations and stability between

east 10 zonal winds and the sub-surface and surface flux using the CWT

technique.

4.10.1 Temporal Stability of Atlantic Zonal Circulation and ssr in the

SWIO

Using monthly filtered (1.5-16 years) time series data from 1950-2001 it is found

that the Atlantic zonal drculation anomaly is significantly coupled with SST in the

SWIO (r=034) (fig 4.5 a).The peak oo-modulus spectral energy is located in the

known ENSO years (1971-72,1982-1989 and 1995-2001) in the 2-4 year band (fig

4.5 b). The Atlantic drculation leads the SWIO ssr by an average of 8-9 months,

but decreases during strong El Nino years to 2-5 months (fig 4.5 c).

4.10.2 Temporal Stability Between Atlantic Zonal Orculation and Sub 

Surface Parameters in SWIO

The Atlantic Zonal CirCUlation has a correlation of -0.29 with the sub-surface heat

content anomaly in the SWIO. The HCA shows high amplitude variability

suggesting the presence of Rossby wave propagation in the 10. A similar but

weaker signal is observed in ssr and sub-surface temperature. The results

suggest a stronger coupling during ENSO events. The time delay graph (not

shown) indicates the HCA in the WIO leading the Ale after the 1970's. This could

indicate a possible dirnatic shift related to warming trend.
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· 4.10.3 ocean - Abnosphere Interactions In The Indian ocean

The ssr dUring MD and JAS in the east 10 is significantly inverseJy associated

with the East IQ zonal wind (peak correlation = -0.46). Similarly the East 10 100

m temperature is significantly associated with the east IQ zonal wind. ll1e

following section examines the temporal associations and stability between east

10 mnal winds and the sub-surface and surface ftuxes.

4.10A Temporal stability Between East Indian ocean Zonal Wind and

Southeastern Indian ocean SST

The ssr in the south east 10 is negatively associated with the east 10 mnal wind.

The instantaneous correlation is -0.27. The time delay averages at 6 months (fig

4.6) (winds leading). The delay decreases to an average of 3 months dUring warm

ENSO events when the coupling is stronger.

4.10.5 Temporal stability Between East Indian ocean Zonal Wind and

100 m Temperature in SWlO.

The 100 m ocean temperature in the SWIO is also negatively correlate!! with the

east 10 mnal wind(r=-o.34). There is strong co-spectral energy in the 1.S - 4 year

band in the perixI 1995-2000 (not shown). Zonal Winds lead SWIO 100 m

temperature by an average of 8 months.
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4.10.6 Temporal Stability Between Meridional Monsoon Wind and SWIO

SST

. Raw monthly data for the inter-hemispheric monsoon flow of the West Indian

Ocean is found to have a strong correlation -0.61 with SST in the SWIO. The cross

wavelet transform (CWT) analysis filtered in 1.5-16 years band shows strong

specbal energy in 1962-n, 1995-2000 at 2-4 year cycles. Moderate spectral

energy is found between 1982-1990. Decadal spectral energy is found in the years

1950-1974 (not shown). The SWlO SST is found to lead the meridional wind by a

maximum of 16 months and minimum lead time of 5 months with the exception of

the years 1959-68 where SST was lagging the meridional wind by 5-6 months.

The time delay between the two signal decreases during the strong ENSO years.

4.11 Temporal Variability of Intense TC Days

Inb'oduetion

The temporal character of the intense TC days index is discussed in this section.

The wavelet power spectrum analysis of standardized intense TC days reveals the

principle temporal mode. The Cross Wavelet modulus spectral analysis with a band

pass filter in the 8 -15 years is used to explore possible causes of the decadal

cycle in intense TC.

4.11.1 Principle Temporal Mode of Intense TC Days Variability

From chapter 3, it was found that high TC days are found in the 1960's to early

1970's and in the early 1990's and 2002. In contrast, low TC days are observed in

the mid 1970's up to early the 1990's. The wavelet power spectrum of the TC
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index (figure 4.7) shows peak power mainly at 2.4 and 10 year cycles. The 2.4

year cycle was dominant in the years between 1967 and 1972. A weaker 2.4 year

cyde is found in the periOds 1980-85 and 1996-2002. The ten year cycle is

strongest oa:urred between the 1960's to early 1970's and emerges again in the

late 1990's. Therefore the TC days index is characterized with biennial to decadal

frequency variability.

.4.11.2 Biennial Variability in Intense TC Days Index

The 2.4 year cycle in the TC index: has been previously round by Jury et al. (1999)

to be associated with the Quasi Biennial Oscillation (QBO) at 30 hPa. In the

Atlantic TC actiVities are also modulated by the QBO (Gray, 1984). The QBO is a

major natural oscillation in the equatorial stratospheric zonal wind with a period of

osdIlation around 26 months (Reed, 1965). The driving force of the QBO is the

vertical transfer of momentum from the troposphere to stratosphere by Kelvin and

Rossby-gravitY waves. The wind regime propagates from 10 hPa down to 100 hPa

with maximum amprltude of 40 to 50m/s at 20 hPa. The easterlies are normally

stronger. 5eveIa1 studies have shown that the phase of the QBO influences

weather events such as the Indian summer monsoon (MooIey et al., 1986) and is

proved to modulate ENSO phenomena (Roplewski et al., 1992). It is also an

integral part of the Asia-Pacific climate.

4.11.3 oecadal Variability in Intense TC Days

An investigation is carried out to understand the possible rorces causing the

decadal cycle in TC days, COnsidering the recent findings of White and Toure

(2003) on global eastward moving SST and SLP waves. To isolate the decadal
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variability, a filter in the 8 -15 year band is" applied to previously identified

parameters exhibiting a decadal cyde using the CWT.

4.11A Association Between Atlantic ZOnal Circulation and Eastern

Pacific: SST

The two signals are highly coupled over the entire domain in this decadal filtered

analysis. The degree of association is very high at o.n (fig 4.8 a).The Atlantic

mnal drculation shows higher variability than eastern Pacific SST from 1980 to

1990. Common spectral energy occurs at 11-12 year cycle, especially in the years

1974 to 1990 (fig 4.8 b). n is important to note that the decadal spectral energy is

about 25 % of the total. The time delay graph shows that the eastern Padfic SST

leads the Atlantic zonal drculation by an average of 10 months at the decadal

cycles (fig 4.8 c) unlike the 2.4 year cycle where the AZC leads.

4.12 Summary

The statistiCal analyses have revealed that the south Pacific geopotential height

has the strongest association with the TC days index in the SON season. Other

results suggest that ENSO plays a key role in TC variability in the SWIO by

transmitting its signal primarily through the Atlantic zonal drculation. The Atlantic

mnal overturning (AZO) is an integral part of the global ENSO as indicated in the

rorrelation and CWT analyses. La Nina conditions favour SWIO TC while El Nino

suppresses

Anomalous convection (OLR) over the Amazon is linked with SWIO TC variability.

The South America dimate seems to operate in anti-phase assodation with Africa

and the east Indian ocean. SST in the southeast Indian OCean and the sub-
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surface temperatures at 50-100 m are useful in predicting TC days. However,

OCean-atmosphere interactions in the Indian OCean play a secondary role. The

AZC seems to lead the processes of intense TC variability.

The TC days index displays biennial (2.4) and decadal (~10) cycles. The biennial

cycle is modulated by the stratospheric quasi-biennial oscillation and southeast

Indian OCean SST and associated ocean Rossby waves. The Atlantic zonal

drculation is coupled with the eastern Pacific SST signal in the decadal frequency.

The AZC lags eastern Pacific ssr in the decadal band, but leads at higher

frequencies. Gray, Sheaffer and Landsea (1997) explain that decadal variations in

the Atlantic thermohaline circulation are important.

The next chapter assembles the results from chapter 3 and 4 for the development

of multivariate models at 3, 6 and 9 month lead time. The models are tested for

operational reliability. The temporal characteristics and stability of predictors are

assessed.
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Atlantic zonal arculation and eastern Pacific SST (Bold line) r= 0.63
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Atlantic zonal draJlation and OLR South America (Bold line) r=O.38
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NinoJ ssrand southeast Indian ocean ssr (SWlO) - Bold line (r=O.49)
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Atlantic zonal ol'Ollation and ssr SWlO (Bold line) r=O.34
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Zonal wind (700 mb) east 10 (Inverted r=- 0.27) and ssr SEIO (Bold Une)
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Fig a
Atlantic zonal circulation (Bold) and eastern Pacific SST(r= 0.77)
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Chapter 5

Prediction of Intense Tropical Cyclone Days, Stability and Associations

5.0 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to develop multi-variate statistical models for the

prediction of intense TC days in the SWIG. The models are validated to test

their potential reliability. It is noted that two general methodologies exist for

forecasting marine weather regimes: statistical and numerical (Jury, 1993; Jury

2001 b; Mason, 1997). Statistical models are advantageous here because they

can ntarget" TC days, whereas numerical models predict rainfall and

temperature.

5.1 Multi-Variate Model Development

In chapter 3, research was undertaken to reveal the potential predictors for

seasonal TC days based on their historical relationship. The initial work involved

analyzing composite ocean-atmosphere fields for high minus low TC days. The

regions showing strong and consistent signal throughout the season were

considered for correlation analysis in chapter 4. A pool of 9 candidate predictors

was extracted for MJJ while 13 for the JAS and SON months (table 5.1).

Predictive linear multi-variate models are developed using the forward stepwise

technique. A maximum of three predictors are permitted in the model to reduce

problems of co-linearity. for each model equation an evaluation of the

statistical performance is done. The model is rejected if a significant (r>O.23)

correlation between predictors is detected
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5.2 Predictors of Intense TC Days in SWIO

Overall the TC statistical multivariate model for SWIO achieves an adjusted r 2

fit of 34 % in MJJ, 38 % in JAS and 48 % in SON months (fable 5.2).

1. The MJJ model equation consists of three predictors: the southeast

Indian ocean zonal wind at 700 hPa, specific humidity at middle levels

over equatorial Africa and Sahel Rainfall.

2. The JAS model has the South Amazon OLR as the leading predictor

followed by the ssr signal from the southeast Indian ocean. The third

predictor is HCA in the northwest Indian ocean.

3. The SON model has three predictors. The leading predictor is the

southeast Pacific GPH followed by ssr in the southeast Indian OCean

and the QBO signal.

5.3 Comparison Between Tropical and Non-Tropical Models

The south east Pacific GPH is a high latitude predk:tor. Therefore, it is important

to show its reliability compared to tropical indices. A model is developed for the

SON months with tropical predictors only and comparison is made between the

two. The model with the GPH from the higher latitude is defined as the 'non

tropicaF model.

The 'non-tropical' model for SON has an adjusted R2 of 48%. In contrast the

tropical model consists of three predictors (OLR South America, ssr south East

Indian OCean and Heat content anomaly in the northwest Indian ocean) with

an adjusted R2 of 38 % (table 5.2). The non-tropical model exhibits a higher

adjusted R2 value than the purely tropical model. This implies the non-tropical
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model with southeast Padfic GPH performs better. From this point the non

tropical model is selected as the best model. n is tested further using the

validation and verification techniques. MocIeI predictors are assessed for

temporal associations and stability below.

5.4 Validation of Model

Cross varldal:ion was used 10 evaluate how the model would have predicted a

group of years excluded from 'training': This is done for the first and last ten

years of the data and predicting the outcome based on the remaining years.

SA.1 'Non~Tropical'MOdel Validation and Verification

TIle 'non-tropical' model achieves a 70 % terdle hit rate and achieves an

adjusted R2 fit of 38 % (fig 5.1 b) with the last 10 years removed. When the

'non-tropicar model is validated against the first ten years the model achieves

an adjusted R2 fit of 56 % and a hit rate of 90% (fig 5.1 a). It should be noted

that validation was also carried out for the tropical model but the details are

excluded here. The results confirm its lower level of perfonnance. The tropical

moclel performs poorty with a 40-50 % hit rate in the last period 1993-2002. In

the following sections the predictability is analyzed.

5.5 Temporal Variability of Key Predictors

Temporal variability is studied using the wavelet spectral transform method

filtered in the 1.5-16 year band. The southeast Pacific GPH (fig 5.2) shows peak

spectral modulus energy around 2-3 year cycle particularty in the period
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between 1960 -1980 and from 1990-2000. Moderate spectral energy in the 5

and 10 year band is found from 1950's to 1960's.

The ssr in the southeast Indian Ocean has peak specbal energy in the 3 year

cycle band mainly in the period between 1968 -1972 (fig 5.3). A weaker

spectral energy is detected in the 1997-2000 in that cycle band. In the mid

1980's the SST exhibited some spectral energy in the 4 year band while

significant spectral energy in the period 1955-1962 comes from the 6 year

band. The coupled Rossby wave in the Southern tropical Indian Ocean could be

playing a significant role in setting the frequency of the ssr variability.

The OLR signal from South America (Amazon) has peak spectral energy in the 2

year band between 1971- 1976 period (fig 5.4). A significant 3 year cycle is

found in the period 1994 -2000. It is interesting to observe that the OLR signal

shows inter-decadal spectral energy in the mid 1950's to early 1980's.

5.6 Inter-annual Stability of Model Predictors

It is sometimes assumed that predictability remains constant and predictand

variables are valid under future dimate conditions. However, from the model

validation experiment it was observed that the models were performing

differently when data at the beginning and end are withdrawn. In recent

studies similar to Jury et al (2001) dimatic relationships are found to change

over time. It is known that the Indian Meteorological 5ervices is constantly

changing and updating their statistical models based on the stability and

change of association. An analysis of the historical stability of association

between the predictors gives useful insights to the impact of climate change on

future applications.
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5.6.1 Association between South Eastern Pacit-.c Geopotential Height

And South Eastern Indian Ocean SST

The southeast Pacific Geopotential height time series shows higher frequency

variability than the SST in southeast Indian Ocean (fig 5.5 a). The cross

modulus spectral energy between the geopotential height and SST shows peak

energy at 2 - 4 year cycle in 1963-1974. There is moderate co-spectral energy

in 1980, 1987-1992, 1996-2001. Common spectral energy in the decadal band

is found from 1950 to 1974 (fig 5.5 b). SST is seen to lead GPH by 1Q-15

months before 1962. However, the GPH signal leads southeast Indian OCean

SST by an average of 5 months after 1962 with the exception of 1978 - 1981

and 1987 - 1992 (5.5 c).

5.6.2 Association between South America OLR and SST South Eastern

Indian ocean

5ST in the southeast Indian OCean shows greater amplitude than the South

America OLR (5.6 a). The two signals share common 5pecbal energy between

1965 - 1977 and 1995 - 2001 in the 2 to 3 year band (5.6 b). Moderate spectral

energy is found between 1984-1995 in the 4 year band. SOme spectral energy

is also observed in higher frequency cycles from 1950-1982. Most of the time

the SOuth America OlR leads the southeast Indian Ocean SST by an average of

3 months with the exception of the years between 1990-1995 (5.6 c).

5.7 Monthly Stability and Predictability of Model Predictors

The results of studying the stability of the model predictors at inter-annual time

scale concluded that the model have a reasonably stable relationship although

there are a few occasions where the phase changes. This section will examine
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the monthly stability and predictability of the leading model predictors (GPH

southeast Pacific, SST southeast Indian ocean, OLR South America).

Firstly, the result shows stability in the above predictors prior to the cydone

season (fig 5.7). secondly, the leading predictor displays increasing

predictability in the months of SON depicted by the increasing difference

between high and low TC composites (0.3 in September to 2.0 in November fig

5.7 a). The southeast Indian ocean SST and South America (Amazon) OLR also

confirm their high predictability in these similar months (fig 5.7 b, c).

5.8 Geopotential Height Wave Three Pattern, Subtropical Jet Stream,

And Wind Shear Modulation.

From earlier results a strong association was found between geopotential

height in the southeast Pacific and intense TC in the SWIO. This high latitude

aSSOCiation deserves a detailed examination. How is the high latitude GPH

related to the variability in TC? The low GPH center in the southeast Padfic

progresses to the south western Atlantic from June-Nov months to Dec-March

months.

The dependence of TC with the southeast Pacific GPH suggests links with the

Antarctic Circumpolar wave (AON'). The influence of ACW variability on dimate

lies in its unique ability to transport oceanic anomalies into the three major

ocean basins - Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian, by the Atlantic circumpolar current.

Recent research by Venegas (2003) has found the zonal wave 3 has a period of

around 33 years across the southern ocean invoMng self-sustaining

fluctuations and driven by coupled air-sea interactions in which the atmosphere

and the ocean interactively force each other. In contrast, the zonal wave
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number-2 signal has a period of around 5 years and has a signature mainly in

the eastem Pacific sector. n is linked by the forcing of tropical ENSO

phenomena and is a manifestation of a larger-scale pattem. The ENSO

periodicity seems to set the time scale of this oscillation. The tele ronnection

between ENSO and the south eastern Pacific has been suggested to occur via

the Pacific-South American (PSA) pattern (Cai and Baines 2001), the Southern

Hemisphere counterpart of the Pacific-North American pattern (KaroJy, 1989).

latent heat release associated with ENSQ-reIated anomalous precipitation in

the Equatorial Pacific triggers the PNA and PSA. It was first suggested by

Peterson and White (1998) that the ENSO signal is transmitted through the

troposphere into the ocean in the subtropics to the high latitudes, where it

becomes a source of the ACW.

5.9 GPH Pattern In The Indian ocean

Figure 5.8 (a) is a dose up iIIusbation of the zonal wave three pattern in GPH

and its effect on the Indian ocean in December-March months for high minus

low TC days. Negative GPH anomalies occur in the subtropics (15-40°5) and

positive GPH anomalies occur further south in the mid latitude at 50°5. The

GPH pattem suggests a bifurcation of polar front jet and subtropical jet. The

implications of the bifurcation will be elaborated in the discussion section of

chapter 8.
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5.10 ZOnal Wind Variability In The Indian Ocean

The dimatological mean of zonal wind with height-latitude consist of strong

westerlies between 18-50° 5 at most levels in figure 5.8 (b). Peak westerlies

are located at 250-300 hPa at 45° south.

However, in the difference in field for high and low TC days in figure 5.8(c)

westerly winds are reduced in the latitudes 35-50°5 and enhanced between 55

75°5. A core of westerly wind anomalies are observed between 25-35°5 over

southern Africa. This pattern confirms the bifurcation of the jet stream into the

STJ overlying southern Africa and polewards retreat of the PFJ.

5.11 Relationship Between TC And Fishery Resources In SWIO

The relationship between TC and climate regimes in other basins has been

studied. Nutrient enrichment is due to many factors such as entrainment by

upwelling and wind mixing by monsoons and TC. The North Australian Large

Marine Ecosystem (LME) is an example where the continental shelf and coastal

marine ecosystem is influenced by TCs. The rainfall that accompanies cydonic

weather systems can be a significant source of freshwater to the region

influendng temperature and salinity. Cydones are driven by strong winds, and

the nutrient levels in sea water are controlled by wind-driven upwelling.

UpweIling and a shallower thermodine is often associated with good fish catch

Figure 5.9 (a) shows the total fish catch for Mauritius and Madagascar and TC

days index from 1960 to 1998. Figure 5.9 (b) represents Seychelles and East 5

Africa fish catch. The Mauritius fish catch shows downward fish catch trend in
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the period between 1960-1980, 1990-1998 and increased fish catch in the

1980-1990. The Madagascar fish catch also follows similar trend but the main

difference is there was increased fish catch in the perioc/ between 1960 -1970.

The seychelles fish catch increased in the period 1970-1980 and 1990-1998

while decreased in the period between 1980-1990. The east South Afiican fish

catch is characterized by large positive and negative fluctuations. There was

decreased fish catch from 1964-1972, 1984-1994 and increased catch between

1972-1984 and 1994-1998. The temporal variability characteristics woukJ be

interesting to investigate in its own right, however in this study only the link

between fishery resources and TC days is of interest.

Statistical correlation analysis suggests fish catch is inversely correlated with TC

days. seychelles is showing a negative correlation of -0.28. There is a decrease

in fish catch when TC days are high. Eastern South Africa exhibits a significant

correlation before, during and after. Highest negative correlation occurs dUring

the season er-0) with a value of - 035 (table 5.3). This suggests that fish catch

also decreases/increases for eastem South Africa when there is an

inc~decrease in intense TC in the southwestern Indian OCean basin.

5.12 Relationship Between Related TC variables and Fish Resources in

SWIO

The fish catch for Madagascar and Mauritius is merged into a single time series

index based on their related aSSOCiation (r =+0.57). E.S. Africa and Seychelles

fish catch time series indices are also correlated with the ocean-climate

variables. Table 5.4 shows the results. Mauritius and Madagascar fish catch are
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significantly positively related with the september to November 50 m sub

surface temperatue in the east 10.

The seychelles fish catch shows positive relationship of around +0.43 with the

55f in southwest Indian OCean in september to November season. The HCA in

the North West Indian OCean has a negative correlation of -0.4 with the

Seychelles fish catch. The East South African fish catch is showing some

different association compared to the SWIO islands. The GPH in the south east

Pacific exhibits a peak correlation of +0.41 in september to November months

with the east South African fish catch. Other variables showing significant

association with E.S Africa fish catch is Nino 3 55f, North Atlantic Oscillation

and low level winds in the equatorial Atlantic Ocean. It is again observed that

the HCA in northwest Indian OCean is related with the E.S. African fish catch.

5.13 Summary

In this chapter the forward stepwise regression method was used to develop

multivariate statistical models to predict TC days in the SWIO at various time

lags before peak TC season. The mocIeIs hindcast fit at 3, 6 and 9 months lead

time are 48 %, 38 % and 33 % respectively. The new predictors have

significantly improved the seasonal prediction of TC in the SWIO. The new

predictors are the southeast Pacific geopotential height, SST in the

southeastern Indian Ocean and the OLR over South America. Cross- varKlation

was applied to test modeJ reliability by removing the first and last decade of

data. The results shows high level of performance in these prediction

experiments with 90 % and 70 % tercile hit rates for the first and last decade.

The southeast Pacific GPH has a dominant 2-3 cycle and weaker variability at 5

and 10 years. The Amazon OLR predictor shows 2-3 and 10 year cycles. The
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south East Indian Ocean has 3-4, and 6 year cycle and is associated with the

coupled transient Rossby wave of the 10. The Cross Wavelet modulus spectral

analysis reveals the south east Pacific GPH leading the eastern Pacific ssr by

around 5 months. However, the eastern Pacific leads the Amazon OLR. The

South East Indian Ocean ssr lags the predictors in the Padfic region, but on

few occasions the Indian Ocean SST leads. The coupling between predictors is

stronger during EN50 years. The inter-annual phase lag analysis has shown

that stability is not always guaranteed. The monthly analysis of individual

predictors (GPH, SSf, and OlR) for high and low TC days for the JAS and SON

model suggests a phase-locking of predictability with respect to the seasonal

cycle.

The results indicate an anti-phase association between South America and the

east Indian Ocean particulany during EN50 years. Low convection over Amason

is associated with increased TC days in SWIO and vice versa.

The propagation of the zonal wave three pattern in GPH helps determines the

downstream osdllation of the subtropical jet stream in the SWIO. A shift in the

sub-tropical jet stream polewards reduces westeriy wind shear locally such that

there is an increase in TC days.

The coastal fish resources of the countries are negatively associated with the

TC days in the SWIO. An increase in TC days implies decrease fish catch.

Statistical analysis shows that the Mauritius and Madagascar fish resources are

significantly influenced by sub-surface temperatures in the east 10. The

seychelles fish catch is also dependent on ssr in the SWIO and HCA in the
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northwest IQ. Southeast Pacific GPH in Sep-Nov months is significantly related

with the S.E. African fish catch with peak correlation of +0.41.

The forthcoming chapter examines the daily evolution of circulation around

intense tropical cyclones distinguished by track. Important kinematic and

thermodynamic differences are considered for operational forecasting and

impact evaluation in the SWIQ.
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Table -- ,

a Potential Predictnrs and Location Abbreviations (MJJ)
CCoeff

1 tiall Heiaht UD to 300mb (Southern Pacific) SSTsp -0.243
2 OLR(South America1 OLRsa 0.304

,3 Surface Soecific Humidity (South America1 SHsal -0.261
4 700mb Zooal Wind (Equatorial Atlantic+ Equatorial Indian Ueaoio7 0.256

OCean)
5 700 mb Zonal Wind ( South East Indian Ocean1 Useio7 -0.28
6 600mb Specific Humidity (Equatorial Atlantic +Equatorial Sheaowio6 0.273, West Indian Ocean 1

'7 Sahel Rainfall
-

SHrf 0.390
8 South America Velocitv Potential noo-1oo AveraQe) VDSa31 0.264
9 50 m 5ub-sUrface Temperature (west Indian Ocean) TSOwio -0.247

Table 5.1: Pair Wise Correlation of the TC index with the Potential Predictors for the
(a) MJJ months

Potential Predictnrs and Location

r,T~a-;-ble~'----------

b

1
, 2
I)
'4

5
6

I

Abbreviations (JAS)
CCoeff

1
7
8

Useio7
Sheaowi06

-0.448
0.262

9
10
11

'12
113

, Sahel Rainfall -.+---:;;;:;;:S::'H"'rf,O-_- 0.38-1-
I SST(EQuatorial South East Indian Ocean)_ SSTseio 0.237

100 m sub-surface Temperature (E<lst Indian Ocean)____ noOeio 0.283
I Pacific Decadal Oscillation __ _ PDO -0.289

South America Velocity Potential _ ~~31~ 0.329

Table 5.1: Pair wise correlation of the TC days index with the potential predictors for
the (b) JAS months
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I Table I
c Potential Predictors and Location Abbreviations (SON)

0334Uea0l07700mb Zonal WInd (Equatonal Atlanoc+ Equatonal IndJan

OCean

5

CCoeff

I 1 SST (Eastem Pacific OCean) I SSTep -0.296
2 tiall HeiQht up to 300mb (Southern Pacific) I GPHsD -0.557

i3 OLRCSouth America) 1 0LRsa 0.448
14 SUrface Soecific Humidity (South America) i Shu1 -0.4.

I ocean) I
6 200mb Zonal Wind (Equatorial Atlanoc+ Equatorial Indian Ueaoio2 -0.289 I

OCean)
7 700 mb ZOnal Wind ( South East Indian ocean) Useio7 I -0.278 j

8 600mb Specific Humidity (Equatorial Atlantic +Equatorial Sheaowio6 0.319
West Indian OCean)

9 SST(Eauatorial South east Indian ocean) SSTseio 0.247
10 I 100 m depth integrated Heat Content (North west Indian I HCAnwio125 -0.269

-,
11 North Atlantic Osillation NAO 0.285
12 Quazi Bienal Osillaoon(30mb) . 30 -0.219

,--",13'---L:=:So",u",th.c.eAme=,."rica=-V,-,e""Ioc=·'-'P-"o""teI.,.n.,..tia...,I ~V~...31""__~__'O"_.4'""38"__J

Table 5.1: Pair wise correlation of TC days index with the Potential Predictors for the
(c) SON months.

nme Model Algorithm Statistical
Lag Test

TC Days = - O.29*(Useio 7 ) + 0.39*(SHsaoio) +0.46*
R2 = 34%MD (SHRf) DW= 2.4

TC Days =0.52*(OLRsa) +0.39*(SSTseio) - 0.38*(SSTep) R2 =38%
JAS DW=2.034

SON
TC Days = -O.65*(GPHsp) + 0.39*(SSTseio) -0.27*QBO

R2 =48%

'Non-Tropical Model' DW= 1.64

TC Days =-0.53*(OLRsa) +O.38*SSTseio -0.37*HCAnwio R2 = 38%
DW=1.834

'Tropical Model'

Table 5.2: StatiStical multivanate linear models for the MJJ, JAS and SON months
(Max 3 predictors with threshold colineartty ~23%).DW: Durbin-Watson StatiStics.
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(a) South America 0lR (Bold line» and SST Southeast Indian Ocean (r=0.53)
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Chapter 6

Evolution of The Circulation For Intense Tropical Cyclones

Distinguished by Track

6.1.0 Introduction

The composite structure and evolution of the circulation associated with intense

TC with different trajectories is analyzed using the NCEP daily data. Cyclones

are grouped into west, southwest and southward trajectories around the time

of maximum intensity. The TC composites are constructed to study the

structure and evolution of the circulation surrounding the cyclones between T

4 to T+2 around the maximum intensity at T- 0 and contrasts are made

between different TC trajectories. In most cases the T-4, T-1, T-Q and T+2

days are shown (T-3, T-2 and T+1 are omitted in the presentations).

Only the most important atmospheric fields are presented and discussed

although a number of other fields have been analyzed. Detailed data analysis

and presentation is done for southwest-moving TC where as the west and

southward-moving TC only few graphs are presented. Table 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3

shows the name of cyclones, date and mean position of westward,

southwestward and southward-moving TC. It is recalled that TCs were selected

on the criteria that they are relatively co-located with the eye not more than

400 km from a central point at maximum intensity (T- 0). Cyclones should also

reach peak intensity before 20· latitude. In addition the day of maximum

intensity T- 0 is the day the cyclone reaches maximum surface wind speed

following official declaration of TC strength with the eye visible from satellite

imagery coupled with sustained wind speed of greater than 4S m s-I •
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Name Date T-4 T-O T+2

Hudah M...·Ajr 29 2
--,-

4
2lJOO (16.1 5 73.5 El (16.1554.1 El (14.95 44.4 El

Nadia M... 18 22 , 24
1994 (12.25,68.8 El (12.85,55.4 El : (14.65,43.2 El

Kamisy Ajr 5 8
j

10
1984 NUl (13.25,55 El {13.15, 47 El

Andre DEc 5 9 T 11
1983 (10.45,65.2 El (115,52.6 El (13.25, 46.4 El

Blanche Fe!> 7 11 T 13

1969 (75,76 El (10.85,58.5 El (105,49 El

Table 6.1: Dates, and mean centre ofwestward-movmg TCs

Name Date T-4 T-O T+2

Dina Jan 15 20 22
2002 NUl 118554.1F> 119.65 56.7 El

Bonita Jan 4 8 10
1996 (12.85,70.6 El (18.15,56.6E) (17.85, 50.3 El

Geralda Dec-Jan 27 31 2
1994 (135,68.6 El (14.95,55.5 El (18.45,48.4 El

Hollanda Feb
6 10 12

1994
(1I35,69.6E) (20 5,57.6 E) (272 5,53.1 E)

Edwina Jan 22 26 28
1993 (13.4 8,78.7E) (16.75,633 E) (24.85,59.6 E)

Firenga Jan 25 29
!

31
1989 (11.75,643E) (19.85,56.8 E) (24.78,51.8 E)

Erinesta Jan-Feb 31 4 6
1986 (125,633E) (155 8,545 E) (18.65,525 E)

Honorinina Mar 9 13 15
1986 (13 5,72.7 E) (15.95,563 E) (17.7 S,51 E)

Table 6.2: Dates, and mean centre of Southwestward-movmg TCs

Name Date T-4 T-O T+2

Geny Fe!> I 9 13 15
2003 (13.5554.7 El 119.45 58.5 E' 128567 El

Crystal DEc 23 27 29
2002 (12.1565.8 F> 118.55 59.8 F> (27.7 5 54.4 El

Anacelle Fe!> 7 11 13

1997 (12.8 5,63.6 El (19.75,58.9 El (29 5,54.4 El

Edisoana Ma. 1 5 7

1989 (13.75,67.2 El (18.3 5,6L2 El (26 5, 62.2 El

Ariane Nov
I

25 29 1
19n Nil (165,56 El (20.9 5,6L5 El

Table 6.3: Dates, and mean centre of Southward-movIng TCs
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6.1.1 Daily Composite of Southwestward - Moving TC

6.1.2 sea Level Pressure

A high pressure anomaly is initially located around 35°5, 70° E. A low pressure

anomaly develops in the area 10-15°5, and 65-75°E at T- 4 (fig 6.1). The low

pressure anomaly deepens significantly and is centered at 17°5 and 600 EatT

1. The southwestward-moving TC displays tight and concentric isobars

throughout the sequence from T-1 to T+2. The TC passes just to the northwest

of Mauritius and Reunion islands two days after peak intensity at T+2 and

alfucts the east coast of Madagascar. A high pressure anomaly persists in the

extreme southern SWIO.

6.1.3 Vector Wind at 200 hPa

The vector wind field anomaly shows a weak anti-cyclone south of 30° 5 and

east of 75°E (fig 6.2). East-north-easterly winds dominate the SWIO basin at T

4. A sudden burst of easterlies is observed at 5-100 5, 750 E associated with

the birth and development of TC at T-4. The anti-cydonic drculation

strengthens at 25-30°5, 55-65°E by T-1. At peak intensity the anti-eydone

generates strong southerly wind anomalies towards the equator on the eastern

flank of the composite TC at 70-75°E. The atmospheric structure is maintained

even up to two days after peak intensity. Meanwhile, in the northern

hemisphere a strong easterly wind anomaly at 200hPa propagates westward

across the Arabian sea from T- 4 to T+2. After TC peak intensity, the easterly

wind anomaly increases over Somalia. The easterly wind anomaly has displaced
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2000 km in just six days and represents a retreat of the northern subtropical jet

stream.

6.1.4 Cross section of Zonal wind

There is rapid strengthening of westerly wind anomaly to the immediate south

of the equator between 0-15° 5 latitude one day before peak intensity (T-1)

from surface to 200 hPa (fig 6.3 a, b). A strong easterly wind anomaly is

confirmed between the middle and upper level. The easterly wind anomaly

extends at upper levels into the southern subtropical region at 20° S.

6.1.5 Velocity Potential Field

The upper velocity potential field shows a marked negative anomaly over south

India at T-4 (fig 6.4). The negative velocity potential extends southwards and

dominates the central Indian OCean. At T-1 the velocity potential field forms an

organized circulation with a center just to the northeast of the seychelles. At

peak intensity the velocity potential center displaces slightly northwest of the

equator at 5 - lOON, 55 - 60 0 E. After peak intensity the negative velocity

potential circulation splits into two with one center in the north and another in

the south. The temporal displacement and spatial pattern of the velocity

potential field is in phase with the propagation of the easterly wind anomaly

over Arabian Sea and the TC in the SWIO.

6.1.6 Omega Field

The omega field for southwestward moving TC shows descending motion at

25°5 and 15° N from surface to 200 hPa. Ascending motion is centered at 5
0
S
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four days before peak intensity (fig 6.5 a, b). As the TC moves southwestward

the ascending motion shifts southwards to 15-20·5 at T-l. At this time the

descending motion is reduced in the north but increases in the subtropical

region. At peak intensity there is descending motion from the equator to 8·5,

while the descending limb in the southern subtropical region has weakened

ronsiderably from T-4 to T+2. Two days after peak intensity the ascending

motion is broader and centered at 20·5. The vertical rising motion associated

with the composite TC shifts polewards a few degrees per day.

6.1.7 Wind f"1eId and CMAP Precipitation Rate

Figure 6.6 (a) shows strong westerly winds ronverging into the cydonic center

between latitudes 5-10° 5 and equally strong easterly flow between 18-20° Sat

T-2 and T-l. The westerly wind anomaly gradually veers to northwesterly north

of 10° N at T+ 1 as the cyclone moves south west (fig 6.6 b). The TC maintains

strong cyclonic circulation even at T+2. The precipitation rate anomaly displays

a symmetrical rain band around the TC center between 5-12° 5, 50-65° E and

12°-18OS, 60-80° E. The maximum precipitation (kgm-2 s-1
) in both bands is

located behind the region of maximum converging zonal winds. The northern

rain band undergoes a 45 degree rotation in 72 hours from T-2 to T+l. The

southem rain band does not change significantly dUring the sequence. As the

cydone intensifies the rain band rontracts and beromes more ronvectively

active. There is excess rainfall over seychelles before TC peak intensity and

deficit rainfall over Africa during and after peak cyclone intensity.

FigUres (6.7 a, b) and (6.8 a, b) are 1000 hPa wind field and CMAP precipitable

rate (kgm-2 s-1
) anomalies for south and westward-moving TCs respectively for
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illustrating spatial and temporal characteristics and impacts around peak

intensity.

6.2 Discussion of Differences In Structure Dependent on Trajectory

In this section the differences in thennodynamic and kinematic structure for

west southwest and southward-moving TC are discussed.

In the case of southwestward-moving TC a high pressure anomaly shifts south

eastward at the surface. In the upper troposphere the winds shift graduaUy

from east to NNE. This is the main reason for the cyclone to move

southwestward especially after peak intensity. Most important and remarkable

feature associated with the southwestward TC composite is the development

and propagation of a core of pronounced easterly wind anomaly over the

Arabian Sea linked with the northern subtropical jet stream. Sadler (1976),

Holland and Merlill (1984), Kaplan, (1987), Molinari and Vollaro (1990) found

interactions between TC and upper tropospheric troughs, but from the same

hemisphere. The SW-moving TC maintains its intensity almost throughout the

sequence due to enhanced kinematic and thermodynamic processes. The

symmetrical rain band around the center prior to peak intensity is a remarkable

observation. Internal forces have been investigated by a couple of researchers

such as Bames et al (1983) where they have suggested that rain band affects

TC intensity through thermodynamic modification of low-level inflow.

The main causes of a westward bajectory are the presence of a strong

persistent anticyClone in the central SWIO causing mid-level easterlies in a core

region between 10 - 20 0 S, 35--6SoE. These results are consistent with similar

findings by the following researchers (Seven, 1993; Elsbeny, 1993; Naerra and

Jury, 1997; Parker and Jury 1999). With landfaU over Madagascar, Winds are
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forced upwards and precipitation increases in agreement with Nassor and Jury

(1997). Excess rainfall is observed over seychelles one to two days before peak

TC intensity (T-2) while dry ronditions prevail thereafter (fig 6.7). Dry

ronditions are observed over Africa. The westward-moving TC suffers from a

lack of NW monsoon inflow intensity due to the blockage by Madagascar

highlands.

The southward-moving TC is characterized by rapid change in the kinematic

and thermodynamic processes during the sequence. Weakening is caused by

cool air advection and increased wind shear anomaly. These findings are

ronsistent with previous work of Jury and Par1<:er (1999). The cyclone

experiences rapid evolution in its structure as it moves southeastward. It

rapidly drags the rore of the maximum rainfall south causing dry ronditions

near the equatorial region of SWIO from T- 2 to T+1( fig 6.8 a). The southward

moving TC does not show prominent rain bands compared to the other tracks.

The interesting feature of the southward moving TC is the rapid formation of

the Intertropical Convergence Zone (IrCZ) soon after TC peak intensity (fig 6.8

b). The formation of the IrCZ may be the result of rapid kinematic changes

soon after the TC starts to re-curve southeastward. The southward-moving TC

causes dry ronditions (surface divergence) before peak intensity and wet

ronditions (rapid formation of IrCZ) soon after in the near equatorial SWIO.

The other trajectories are characterized by wet conditions before peak intensity

and dry ronditions after

Figure 6.9 (a) and 6.9 (b) shows the pressure cross-sectional analysis of zonal

wind for west and southward moving TC respectively in the SWIO at peak

intensity (T-0). Refer to figure 6.3 (b) for Southwestward-moving TC. The
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westward-moving TC lacks easterly wind anomalies over the Arabian Seas while

the southwest and southward-moving TCS are associated with strong easterly

wind anomalies there. The main difference between the Southwest and

southward-moving TCS is the presence of upper level westerlies in the case of

southward-moving TCS. These results suggest possible interaction between the

northern subtropical jet stream and the TCS in the SWIG. The northern

subtropical jet stream weakens in phase with the movement of the TC in the

SWIG. Simultaneously, enhanced equatorial outflow is observed in phase with

the weakening of the jet. From the mechanism Of Kinetic energy transfer of

potentially warm air, driven by latent heat release ascends into the TC. The

upward branch moves air polewards in the troposphere where it cools by Iong

wave radiation and then descends in the subtropical latitudes. The equatorial

troposphere maintains the drculation, thus available potential energy is

converted to KE. SO KE is gained from the Hadley circulation.

An assessment of the vertical motion at 500 hPa by track during the evolution

of the TC is computed using a composite system following method for various

lags over the TC center. The average stream function is also computed in a grid

box to evaluate the inflow in the TC from the northern hemisphere.The result

shows that the southward-moving TC has initially greater vertical motion, but

declines rapidly compared to the other tracks (fig 6.10). The SW-moVing TC has

greater vertical motion after peak intensity. The SW-moving TC has greater

cyclonic shear compared to the other tracks up to one day after peak intensity

while the westward-moving TC is lacking cydonic shear at T-4 to T-1 (fig 6.11).

However, there is a relatiVely rapid increase in cydonic shear after T+1 possibly

due to the re-curving action of the composite TC in the Mozambique Channel.
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The forthcoming chapter focuses on daily marine-weather and TC impacts in

the SWIO by comparing direct and indirect methods of observation.

Parameter west- moving TC Southwest-moving TC Saulh-movingTC

SLP TC__near 12·5, n· E. TC develops near uos, 700 E. TC develops near 12· S, 55· E
atT-4.

Strong positive SlP anomaly Antk:ydone south-east (35·
CS1IEred near at 25-35· S, s0- S, ss· E) before T-ll. Low~southof

SO·E.from T-4 to T+2- SWIO bef<re T-ll.

Troug, ......west Madagasca Anticyclone south at 10·5. 3lI-
before T-ll 60· E __T-ll llK:k of Anti-cydone in the
TC 0W!r I'Iodagasarrat T- 0 TC ID the NW of Mauritius at basin.

T-ll
TC re-ane SE at T+1

Vector Woo AnD-cydone fai1y stationary Anti-cydone mows from near AntH:yclone moves from

200hPa near 30°5, SOO E- 27°5, 60° Eto 20° 5, 60° E ZOoS, 70° E to 23°S, 700 E
before and aftEr T-ll. before and aftEr T-ll.

Easterly to southeasterly wind Ilu'st of...-ties at !r105,75 Strong NW Wind anomaly 20 -
anomaly around T-0 between E signals the birth of TC 300S, 4~<:O E on the
105-25°5, 4<r6S 0 E. solXhern side of arD-cyclone

NEwincl belween 10-20"5. and easlem side of trough.
5O-6O·E from T-4 ID T+2-

Strong SQt.theast Wind Deop tilting trough southern
anomaly at 65·E on the Strong Sou:herty ananaly at Madagascar.
eastern flank of anti-qdone 70· E __T-ll.
__T-o. Easter1y Wind anomaly 0W!r

Easlerty Wind anomaly _la sea __ T-ll

Weak easterty anomaly aver propagates from west Indian
ArabIa to Somali from T-4 to T+2

ZOnal Wind- Weak westerly Wind anomaly. Wesler1y Wind anomaly WestErly anomaly peaking at

LatillIde increasing before T-O at 850 hPa bef<re T-ll.

Averaged 45-
Modorae easterly Wind !r15·5. 40-60. E peaking at
anomaly peaking at 200 hPa 900 hPa. WestErty Wmd anomaly

75 E at 10-25·5 inaeasing at 2!r3O· 5
Peak easterty Wind anomaly at peaking at 200 hPa
2DO hPa extending from 12· N
to 20° 5 Peak easterly Wind anomaly at

2DO hPa _ng from 15· N
to 15· 5

Air Cool air advection from Significant warming in the low Si!J1ificant warming in the low

Temperature soothem IatIude IeIIeIs belween 1!r20· 5 IeIIeIs between 1!r20· 5
before T-o

Table 6. 4: Summary of the Kinematic and thermodynamIC differences ofTC
distinguished by track.
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Parameter Westward -moving YC ~ng Soulhward-moving YC

Ye

0.215igma Center of negative VP I.arge negative VPI ananaly I.arge negative VP siniar to

Velocity de\IeIops at T-l north of Mahe shifts from sol.th India (SON, SW moving Tt bit extEnds
(5eychelles) extending 75·E) to ea-' Sanall (lOON Scut!l east aftEr T- 0

Potential (VP) so__tDwards
55· E) before T-o.

Madagascar
VP~ north and soI.th of

the eQuator aftEr HI

Omega FIek:I Descending md:ion deaeasilg Ascending motions at 5· 5 at T· Ascending motion at 15· 5
significantly near 2~30· S. 4 shifting to 15° 5 at T-l deaeasing aftEr T-(I aOO

inaeasing at 10° S.
Ascending m-' near 10.15° Descending motion at 25° 5
5 _T-o. before T-(I. Descending motion inaeases

between 2lr25·S up tOT·O
Descending md:ion near 0-8°5 Descending motion de:reases
aftErT-o at 25° S and inaeases at 5" S Descending motion inaeasing

north of SON

Surface Wind Sbtionary artkydone near Strong westErly wind ananaly Anti-cydone at 25°S. 65° E.
2'5, ~70° E. ~10°5, 50-65 E and strong

easlerIy wind ananaly 1~25 Strong NW throug,out the
Strong westErly ananaIy near "s, 60- 75° E before T-O. sequence from ~ls· 5,
~100S, s~6so E and easlerIy 5o-70°E.
wind anomaly at U-20·S, 60-
75°E before T-o. Strong solther1y winds at S~

I60° east aftEr T-0 south of
WeakW-NWaftErT-o 15 ·5

Rain Band Ma:ler.lle rain band before Strong Symmelrical rain band Poor rain band pattern. Rain

Precipitation peak Intensity (4-10· 5). before T-o. clouds dragged south rapidly.

Excess rainfall near~I Excess rcinfaU near equatorial Dry condition __ 5eycheIles
SWIO up to T-0 between 4- SWIO up to T-0 between 4- from T-4 to TH but wet
10· 5 (5eycheIIes) and dry I2"S(5eychelles) and dry __ condition aftEr T+1 between
aftEr. ~12·S caused by the rapid

RainfaD anomaly inaeasi'lg ~nofITCZ.

Rainfall anomalies """'" north near Mauitius and Reunion
M",,-,",ar dose aroond T-(I. atter T-l and maximum at T-o.

Below norma1 rainfal eN'"
Ethiopia. Kenya, Tanzania.
MaJritius. Reunion from T-4 to
T+2

Table 6.4: Summary of the Kinematic and thermodynamIC differences ofTC
distinguished by track.
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Fig 6.8: Wind flow at 1000 hPa and CMAP precipitation rate anomalies for South
moving re at Ca) T-2 and T-1
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Chapler7

Marine Weather Impacts In The SWIO

7.0. Introduction

Intense TCs and their impacts are the main focus of this chapter. Cyclones at

sea generate huge waves and swells that are hazardous to shipping. At landfall

cyclones produce not only intense rain, flooding and strong winds but are often

accompanied by a storm-surge that is devastating to the coast and human

livelihood. Here, an evaluation of impacts is done by comparing direct and

indirect methods of observation.

5catterometer wind fields around TCs have strong differences when compared

to numerical weather prediction (NWP) models. Comparison is made between

QuikSCAT and NCEP winds in a 300 km radius around case study TCs. The

swells and storm surges estimated by QuikSCAT and NCEP driven winds are

compared. Comparison is also made with observed swell data.

The error in TC position and intensity is assessed for a number of TCs from

1999 - 2004. Comparison is made between the US Navy predicted (12, 24, 36

and 48 hours) and observed TC location and intensity (Meteo France-Reunion).

Snap shoot comparison between model estimated and observed rainfall of TC

Eline and Hudah are done. Recent impacts of TC Harry and Gafilo are assessed

by comparing satellite IR and TRMM (TMI) microwave estimates of rainfall in

the northern part of the spiral rain band of selected cyclones. The NCEP/NCAR

Wave Watch 3 marine model products offer a unique opportunity to evaluate
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the potential impacts of TC Gafilio that generated swell and storm surge in

2004.

7.1.0 Comparison Beb:Pl!en NCEP And QuikSCAT Wind Field Across Te

Centel

FIgures 7.1 (a) and (b) show QuikSCAT and NCEP wind tields for TC Eline. The

vmd speed across NS and EW cross sections for a number ofTC is digitized

from similar maps.

(a) QuilCSCATWinds forTe Sine on 15'" Feb 2llOO (b) NCEP Estimated Winds for Te Sine on 15'" Feb 2000

Fig 7.1: (a) QuikSCAT and (b) NCEP winds forTC Eline

FIQ 7.1: (a) QuikSCAT and Cb) NCEP winds for TC Eline
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Figure 7.2 represents the digitized wind speeds from NCEP and QuikSCAT

products in (a, b) north - south and (c, d) east - west cross-section across a

number of TCs. Figure 7.1 (e) shows the composite map of wind speed across

all case study TCs. The QuikSCAT winds in the 300 km radius of the TC are

consistently higher than the NCEP winds in both NS-EW cross-sections.

The ratio of the two areas under the graphs from 1 - 3° ("'100 km - 300 km)

radius across the composite TC was calculated to be 2.2. It is noted that a

similar result was obtained by comparing the average wind speed in the fetch

area of the TC. This implies that NCEP is underestimating wind speed by a

factor of two around the 300 km radius of the TC compared to scatterometer

winds.

Figure 7.3 (a) to (d) are some of the QuikSCAT wind fields for intense TC Eline

and figure 7.4 (a) to (d) for Hudah used to compute and compare swell and

storm surges with the NECP model estimated winds.
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Fig 7.3: (a) TC Eline on 14 Feb northeast Mauritius (b) Tamatave, Madagascar on 17th

Feb 2000
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Fig C

Fig 7.3: (c) TC Sine on 20 Feb 2000 in Mozambique Channel (d) landfall over South
Mozambique on 21 Feb 2000
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Fig 7.4: (a) TC Hudah on 2 April 2000 north east Madagascar (b) landfall over
Tamatave on 2 April 2000
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7.1.1 Comparison of NCEP and QuikSCAT Cyclonic Generated Swells

Table 7.1 (a) to 7.1 (c) give swell properties computed using QuikSCAT and

NCEP winds respectively. Although NCEP underestimates wind speed in the 300

km radius of TC it is observed that NCEP overestimates the average fetch area

by three times. As a result the wave height and wave period are

underestimated by only 1.7 and 1.1 times respectively. The estimated travel

time is consequentiaUy longer for NCEP data.

Table 7.1 (a): Estimated swell SIgniFicant wave height (Hs), wave penod (fs), and
arrival time (t s) using QuikSCAT wind speed.

Day UQScat Fetch Distance Hs Wave Travel
TC

I (m 5-1 )

Width From

I
P

:

time
Name (TO) Landfall at

(km) (Km) Landfall t s
(m)

(hIS) I
1l/4/20C1J- 35.0 -1167 --

Hudah 556 6.8 (Antillaha 135 1.5
1111 5.3 (Texrnasinaj 135 7.5

Ando 6/1/2001 15.0 1296 4482 3.8 (Reunion) 125 13.5
I25.0 1111 5593 3.5 (Toamasina) 125 16.5

I

Lean- 15/2f20C1J 27.5 833 lli2 I 2.4 m (Reunion) 105 I 8.0
EUne 15/2/20C1J 30.0 1685 8408 3.0 (Madagascar) 135 24.0

21/2/20C1J 30.0 1 1111 1685 3.0 (Mozamljque) 115 I 6.0

i
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"

' , i"c,:
Day

UNCEl' FeII:h
Distance Hs Wave Travel

TC From Period time
Name (TO) (ms-I) Width landfall at

(Km) (km) landfaD T(s) ts
'.

(m)
(hrsl,

Hudah 22/4/2000 12.5 3334 556 2.5 (Antalaha) 95 2.0 h
1111 2.3 (T_na) 4.0 h

Ando 6/1/2001 14.0 3334 4482 2.0 (Reu1ion) 105 16.0h
. 14.0 242 5593 2.4 (TOiII'IllISina) 115 18.0 h

,

'--- 15/2/2000 12.0 4482 2222 2.0 (Reunion) 95 9.0 h
EIine 15/2/2000 12.5 5593 8508 1.0 (Madagascor) 125 25.0h

21/2/2000 14.0 4241 1685 2.2 (Mozambique) I 135 5.0h
[

Table 7.1(b): Estimated swell significant wave height (Hs), wave period (Ts), and
arrival time (15) using NCEP wind speed.

UQS<a< X QSCat HSQ&<d TQSc", tQS<a<
Parameter U NCEP X NCEP Hs NCEP

TNaP t NCEP

I Ratio 2.2 03 1.7 1.1 0.9

Table 7.1 (c): CompariSOn of area average wind speed (U), width of fetch area (X),
estinIated significant wave height (H • ) , wave period (Ts) and travel time (t) for

QuikSCATand NCEP wind.
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7.1.2 Comparison Of Model Estimated Wave Height With Real

Observed Data

n was highlighted at the beginning that in-situ oceanographic data is lacking in

the 10. Currently, only Meteo France-Reunion is measuring and reporting wave

height. Comparing swell model data and observed data is difficult because only

a few isolated swell heights are observed and reported.

The significant swell heights using QuikSCAT winds are underestimated by 0.6

m and 1.6 m compared to insitu - observation at Reunion Island for TC Eline

and AnOO respectively. The significant wave heights are underestimated by 1 m

and 3.4 m when using NECP winds respectively. The NCEP /NOM Wave Watch

3 wave rrodeI is also underestimating the significant wave height and wave

period forTC Bine, Hudah and AnOO (table 7.1 d).

In a case study, Meteo France simulated TC AnOO generated swells. The

simulated wave height near Reunion was 6.0 m. The observed wave height was

actually 5.4 m.

WW3

I
NWW3 MeteoFrance Observed

TCName Hs(m) T.(s) Wave Model

1.25" 1.25"
Hs(m) Hs(m)

Hudah 0.9 m (02/4/2000) 105

I 0.6 m (07/4/2000) 95

Ando 1.2 m (ll6/2/2001) 105 6.0 5.4 (Reunion)

E&ne 1.2 m (15/2/2000) 105
1.2 m (21/2/2000) 105 3.0 (Reunion)

Table 7.1 (d): WCNe Watd13 (WW3), Meteo-France wave model output and measured
swell height
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However, recently the NCEP/NOAA WW3 model predicted the swell generated

by TC Gafilo reasonably well. Figure 7.5 shows the simulated wave heights and

peak wave direction fields for 5, 6, 7 and 9 of March 2004 at T+ 00, T +24, T+

48 and Hn respectively. The predicted significant wave height for T+ 00 is

4.5 m and directed towards the eastern Madagascar roast. The 24 hour

forecast shows swells directed towards the southern tip of Madagascar coast

only. In the 48 hour forecast swells grow to an average height of 6 m.

However, the peak swell direction is towartls the south rather than being

perpendicular to the Madagascar coast. The swells decays on 9 March but the

decayed swells diffract around southern Madagascar. Since the swells were

predicted to be tTaveJing parallel instead of perpendicular to the coast the

impacts were less.

The swells generated by Gafilo (2004) are oompared to swells predicted for TC

Ando (2001), Sine and Hudah (2000) (table 7.1 d). The model differences

could be the result of either improvement in physical wave modeling or superior

input data such as QuikSCAT winds.
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Fig 7.5: TC Gafilo predicted (NCEP/NCAR WW3) wave height (shaded m), wind speed
(barbs, knots) and peak wave direction (vector, not scaled) for 00, 24, 48 and 72

hours on 5th March 2004
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7.1.3 TC Generated Storm Surge Using NCEP and QUIKSCAT Winds

When a TC makes landfall there is often a rise of sea level that moves inland. It

is dependent on the fetch area and Winds, local pressure, open sea waves

astronomical tides and local coastal features. This inland-moving water can

have huge impacts on the coastal environment and habitat. A 2-D numerical

model of storm surge is used to simulate and compare how much the sea level

rises when driven by scatterometer (QuikSCAl) and NCEP winds at landfall over

the Madagascar coast. The total storm surge is then estimated by summing up

the effect of the surge, astronomical tide and inverse barometric pressure. The

two TC studied are Eline and Hudah. The premise for choosing TC Eline and

Hudah is that they were among the top killer cyclones in the SWIO according to

the data extracted from Meteo-France Reunion annual review publications

(table in appendix). Both intense TC landed on Madagascar and traversed the

Mozambique Channel to make a second landfall over Mozambique.

Figure 7.6 (a) shows the 2-D analytical model output for the first three hours. It

clearly illustrates that NCEP driven winds underestimate the sea level rise. The

total storm surge estimated by NCEP and QuikSCAT winds are shown in figure

7.6 (b). The error bars indicate the tidal range. Large differences are indicated

in the total potential storm surge height when using NCEP and QuikSCAT winds.

The total potential storm surge is underestimated by a factor of 4 with NECP

wind compared to QUikSCAT winds.
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7.2 Comparison of satellite, Modelecl and Measured Rainfall

n is· important to make comparison between direct· and indirect methods of

estimating rainfall. This practice is particularly useful when there are few rain

gauge stations. Similar research has focused on rontinental Africa, while very

few have paid attention to the SWIO. Therefore, although limited in data,

romparison is made between satellite IR, TMI microwave, model estimates of

rainfall and insitu-measured values, particularly in the TC spiral rain band. The

results indicate the level of performance between the different methods of

rainfall measurement and serve as an initial benchmark for assessing rainfall

impacts ofTC spiral bands in the SWIO. Table 7.2 summarizes the case study

TC rainfall. Note that presentation of TMI measured rainfall is for studying the

TC spiral rain band near the equatorial SWIO only.

The estimated rainfall intensity maps for TC Eline and Hudah are shown in

figures 7.7 (a) - 7.7 (d) and 7.8 (a) to 7.8 (d) respectively. On 14 February TC

Eline had a spiral rain band over the equatorial SWIO. The model estimated

rainfall intensity ranged from 20 to 100 mm per day (FIQ 7.7 a). The rainfall

intensity increased to a maximum of 150 mm per day on 17 February when

Eline crossed the coast of Madagascar. Similar rainfall intensity was observed

over south Mozambique even when Eline was still over Madagascar (fig 7.7 b).

Widespread flooding was reported over southern Mozambique. TC Eline re

intensified as it entered the Mozambique Channel (fig 7.7 c). The model

estimated rainfall at landfall of TC Eline over southern Mozambique on 21

February ranged from 50-150 mm per day (fig 7.7 d). The arrival of TC Eline

and its intense rainfall had a double impact causing the worst disaster in the

SWIO since 1951. The maximum reported wind was 62.5 m S-1 and observed

rainfall was 149 mm reported at Chipinge, Mozambique on the 21 February.
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Three day total rainfall at Levebu from 22-25th February was 502 mm while the

total monthly rainfall was 1212 mm (table 7.2). Comparison between daily

model estimated and measured maximum rainfall is in dose agreement

although model rainfall is slightly higher. The reported number of deaths in

Mozambique was 700, while 76 died in Madagascar and Zimbabwe. In

Mozambique alone there were a total of 800,000 disaster victims and the total

estimated disaster oost was 0.5 billion US dollars (table in appendix).

On the other hand intense TC Hudah had model estimated rainfall intensity

(figures 7.8) less than 100 mm per day dUring its trajectory over Madagascar

. and north Mozambique from 2 to 5 May 2000. However, the reported maximum.

rainfall over Madagascar (Antalaha) was 161 mm while 171.6 mm along the

northern Mozambique roast at Quelinane (table7.3). In this case the model

estimated rainfall is lower than observed. This difference could be attributed to

the enhancement of rainfall due to local orograpghy as discussed earlier in

chapter 6. The maximum surface wind reported was 45 m S-1 causing 111

deaths and 300,000 disaster victims in Antalaha, Madagascar.

As was stated in the objectives of the research the spiral rain band associated

with the revoMng TC is also of interest In chapter 6, the daily evolution of the

CMAP precipitation pattern two days before and after peak cyclone activity was

analyzed and it was concluded that there were large spatial and temporal

variability distingUished by TC track. However the CMAP precipitation resolution

of 250 km is low in resoMng a spiral rain band of order 50 km. Its structure is

studied by comparing infrared (CMAP), microwave measurement (TMI) and

observed station rainfall intensity.
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Figure 7.9 (a) and 7.9 (b) are TMI maps for TC Hany in March 2003. n should

be noted that these images are the only two TMI maps available in the RSS .

data base. The TMI images show rainfall intensity in millimeters per hour in

mntrast 10 the satellite-modeled (GLOBE) rainfall which gives rainfall intensity

per day.

From the TMI data it is dear that on 7 March 2003 (fig 7.9 a) the spiral rain

band was located south of SO S and on the early morning of the 8th the spiral

rain band crosses over the main islands of the seychelles (fig 7.9 b). Deep

patches of embedded convective clouds are revealed within the spiral rain band

with maximum precipitation rates of 30 mm per hour. These rain rates although

isolated, are equivalent 10 rain rates around the inner core of the TC. The

satellite - model rainfall for TC Hany estimates rainfall of 30 - 40 mm per day

over Mahe, Seychelles. NCEP model estimated rainfall is around 20 mm per day

while the station measured rainfall on Mahe, seychelles was 96.2 mm in 24

hours on 8 of March 2003.

TC Gafilo (Feb 2(04) was also monitored for its rainfall impacts as it moved

across northern Madagascar. Comparison between TMI and model estimated

daily rainfall cannot be made because of lack of data. FlQure 7.10 (a) and 7.10

(b) shows modeIed estimated rainfall associated with the spiral rain band.

Rainfall intensity ranged from 50-100 mm per day over seychelles (Mahe) for

TC Gafilo on 4 10 5 March 2004. Station observed rainfall (Mahe, Seychelles)

was 48 mm and 73 mm on 4 and 5 March, respectively. Widespread flooding

was reported over the island. Dry conditions followed immediately thereafter

(fig 7.10 d and 7.10 e). TC Gafilo spiral rain band development and evolution

agrees well with the results in chapter 6 for the composite precipitation pattern
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of west-ward moving TC. On landfall over north Madagascar Gafilo model

estimated rainfall intensity on 8 March ranged from 100-250mm per day. The

local orography in northern Madagascar plays an irnJXlrtant role in enhandng

rainfall. As a consequence 18 people were killed by widespread fIocx:ling and

over 50,000 were left homeless.

Model TMI Observed
TC I

Observed
I DailyLocation Estimated mml 3-Day

Name
mm/day Average

mm/day hour,
I
I

I

IMadagascar
I
1150 (17 Feb 2(00) - - -

Er..e
Mozambique (OJipinge) 150-150 (21 Feb 2000) - 149 -

IMozambique (1.eYebu) i50-150 (21 Feb 2000) - - 502

IMadagascar (Antalaha) I50-100 (2 Apr 2(00) I - 161 -
Hudah IMozambique (Quefmane) I 50-100 (5 Apr 2(00) - 171.6

I -

----~--

Hany - Seycheles (Mahe) 30-40 (8 Mar 2003) 30 96.2 -

SeycheIes (Mahe) 50-100 (5 Mar 2004) - 73 -
Gafilo Northerm Madagascar 100-250 (8 Mar 2004) - - -

Table 7.2: Summary of case study TC rainfall
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Fig a

Fig b

Fig 7.7 (a): Model estimated rainfall for TC Eline on 14 February ':2000

I I 1I!l! • I !III__q
() l;O JV:l

Fig 7.7 (b): Model estimalEd rainfall for TC Eline on 17 February 2000
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Fig 7.7 (c): Model estimated rainfall for TC Bine on 20 February 2000
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FIQ 7.7 Cd): Model estimated rainfall forTC Bine on 21 February 2000
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Fig a

-

Figb

Fig 7.8 (a); Model estimatEOrl rainfall for TC Hudah on 2 April 2000

I I., I ',!II•••:::;;l_
<:i 56

Fig 7.8 (b): Model estimated rainfall forTC Hudah on 5 April 2000
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Fig 7.10: Satellite and model precipitation of TC Gafilo March 2004
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7.3 Comparison Between Predicted and Observed TC position and

Intensity

A total of 18 cyclones from 1999-2004 with a total of 48 prediction advisories

from US Navy were used to access the predicted TC center and intensity in the

region 45-60 0 east. Comparison was made with the official position and

intensity of the Reunion tropical cyclone center for the SWIG. Figure 7.11 (a)

shows that the error in the latitude is positive and increasing from 0.1 to 0.3

degrees on average from 12 to 48 hours prediction. The longitude error is

increasing negatively from almost zero at 12 hour forecast to 0.6 degree at 48

hour forecast. This suggests that cyclones are predicted to move too much

south compared to observed position. The results also suggest that TCs are

predicted to move slowly than observed. Figure 7.11 Cb) shows the standard

deviation between the predicted and observed TC center for the 12, 24, 36 and

48 hours forecast. The graph shows the standard deviation increasing

significantly with time from 0.9, 1.2, 2.1 and 2.8 degrees respectively. There is

a 32 % deterioration in TC center from 12 to 48 hours forecast which is

eqUivalent to about 215 km error in terms of distance. These results are

consistent with the UK meteorological services mean error in TC position from

1999 - 2004 (fig 7.11). The mean error in TC positions are 50, 150,200, 280,

410 and 550 km at T+ 0, T+24, T+ 48, T+ 72, T+ 96 and T+ 120 hours

prediction, respectively. The mean error in TC position has decreased since the

1990's, but is higher during strong ENSO years such as 1991-1992 and 1997

1998.
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On the other hand, there is consistent overestimation in both the 10 minutes

maximum wind speed and maximum gust by 7.5 ms-land 10-12 ms-I

respectively (fig 7.11 d). This suggests that TC intensity is overestimated by the

US Navy prediction model mmpared to the Meteo-France Reunion tropical

C}'done center observations. The causes of such differences are likely to be

found in the interaction of the steering flow and the TC circulation.

OA
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i
" 010

"e 0.... 12,
0-0_1

~
c
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•0
~ -0.3
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eli .{1A

.li
.{1.5
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o Error in Latiucle OError in Longtude

Forecast (Hours)

FIQ 7.11(a): Error (Difference between predicted and observed position) in latitude,
longitude.
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7.4 Summary

Comparison between QuikSCAT and NCEP winds around the TC reveals that

NCEP is underestimating wind speed by a factor of 2.2. However, the NCEP

model overestimates the fetch area around the 300 km radius of the TC. The

computed cyclone generated swell height is underestimated by 1.7 times.

Travel time is also longer in the case of NCEP. Comparison with NCEPjNOAA

wave height fur selected cyclones shows that swell heights are significantly

underestimated. Real observed heights of swell are rare in the region but

isolated comparisons indicate swells to be higher than computed. Sea level rise

and total storm surge is significantly underestimated from NCEP winds

compared to QuikSCAT winds. Total surge is about 4 times lower using NCEP

winds. A comparison between US Navy predicted TC location and observed

center from Metro-France Reunion shows that the predicted cyclone is biased
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to move southwards. It is also revealed that cyclones are predicted to move

more slowly compared to its observed speed. There is a 32% deterioration in

predicted cyclone center location for 12 to 48 hours forecast, which is

equivalent to about 200 km distance error.

TMI high - resolution data reveals high intensity rainfall associated with the

spiral band in the SWIO. The rainfall intensity in the spiral rain band in the

vicinity of seychelles is as much as 30 mm per hour. Comparison is made with

satellite and modeled data. It is shown that the rainfall intensity per day in the

spiral rain band can range from 50 to 100 mm per day.

Wave height and peak wave direction fields predicted by NCEPjNOAA using the

Wave Watch 3 model shows realistic wave height and peak wave direction

generated by TC Gafilo. Although only a case study, this suggests NOAAjNCEP

wave model to be perfonning better than in the case of TCs Hudah and Eline in

the early 2000. The improvement may be largely associated with the availability

of higher resolution wind field data from QuikSCAT. Cyclonic generated swells,

stonn surges and spiral rain band rainfall have important impacts in the SWIO.

The comparison between various methods of data measurement and prediction

schemes has offered a unique opportunity of impact assessment of cyclonic

daily weather for only a few cases. A greater sample size would be necessary to

draw finn conclusions.

The next chapter summarizes the results, and provides a discussion, conclusion

and recommendation from this research.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Recommendations

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter the main findings are summarized and a discussion is given to

synthesize the main results and contributions of the research.

Recommendations are put forward to improve data bases and research on

tropical cydone prediction, impacts and mitigation strategies in the SWlO.

8.2 An Overview of Data Problems in the SWlO

A TC days index is the main basis for this work, but is formulated in a

subjective way that imposes limitations. The TC days index has a correlation of

less than 0.7 with local in-season field variables. The analysis of daily circulation

around TC exposes some problems of data in the SWIO. Available grided re

analysis data are low in resolution, while higher resolution data (QuikSCAT,

TMI) are only recently available and have gaps. The near equatorial region of

the SWlO is indirectly influenced by TC and is somewhat neglected because TC

activities are located further south. Fish catch data is subject to external factors

(political and economical) while disaster data is somewhat lacking.

The human and resource capadty for these type of studies is lacking according

to WIOMAP (Western Indian Ocean Marine Application Project), GODS Africa

(Global Ocean Observing System Africa), IQ-GODS (Indian Ocean Global Ocean

Observing System) SCience Implementation Plans.
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8.3 Summary of Results

Chapter 3

The decade of 1960-69 was the most active in tenns of intense tropical cyclone

days while 1980-99 was the least active in SWIO. The ocean and atmospheric

fields for high minus low cases of intense TC has revealed the potential climate

signals influencing TC variability in the SWIO. The composite pattern shows the

Atlantic zonal overturning. The composite analyses reveal a dipole-like pattern

in the upper level velocity potential, OLR, Specific humidity and precipitation

between South America and Indian Ocean. The South America signal is much

stronger than the Indian Ocean signal. Another important pattern is revealed in

the GPH with a dominant low centre in the southeast Pacific. It has a zonal

wave number 3 structure partiOJlarly in SON. The oceanic parameters (HCA and

subsurface temperature) reveal an east-west dipole in the Indian Ocean

induced by a coupled propagating Rossby wave that impacts TC in the SWIO.

In phase with this coupled Rossby wave is a westward-moving cyclonic

circulation which increases north westerly monsoon flow to the north of

Madagascar and easterly trade winds in the cyclone season.

Chapter 4

The south Pacific Geopotential height has the strongest association with the TC

days index in the SON season. Other results suggest that ENSO plays a key role

in TC variability in the SWIO by transmitting a signal through the Atlantic Zonal

Orculation. The South America climate seems to operate in anti-phase

association with the west Indian Ocean in respect of high and low TC days.
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Anomalous OLR (drought Iflood)) over the Amazon is linked with TC variability

in SWIO. The zonal overturning is in fact an integral part of the global ENSO as

indicated in the correlation and CWT analyses. la Nina conditions are favorable

for TC development. The Atlantic Zonal Circulation leads the processes

compared to the relatively slow eastward propagation of oceanic fields. OCean

atmosphere interaction in the Indian ocean plays a secondary role in

developing the zonal overturning. Statistical analysis shows that the southeast

Indian OCean $Sf is significantly associated with the variability of TC days.

There is coupling between the sub-surface and surface ocean temperature.

The intense TC index shows biennial ("'2.4 yr) and decadal ("'10 yr) cycles. The

biennial cycle is modulated by the stratospheric quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO).

n is suggested that the Atlantic Zonal Orculation (Ale) and SST in the eastern

Pacific are conspiring in the decadal variability of TC days as revealed by low

frequency data analyses. The AlC lags Nino 3 SST at decadal cycle unlike at

inter-annual time scale.

ChapterS

In this chapter multivariate models were developed for the prediction of TC

days in the SWIO at various lead times. The models performances at 3, 6 and 9

months lead time are 48 %, 38 % and 33 % respectively. Newly uncovered

predictors have significantly improved the seasonal prediction of TC in the

SWIO. The new predictors are the south east Pacific geopotential height, SST in

the southeastern Indian OCean and the OLR over South America. Cross

validation technique suggests 90 % and 70 % operational reliability when the

first and last decades of the data are removed respectively. The predictors such
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as GPH and OlR are characterized with interannual (2-3 yr) and decadal (10 yr)

temporal variability. The south East Indian OCean ssr has 3 - 4, and 6 year

cycle and is associated with the coupled transient Rossby wave. The Southeast

Pacific GPH leads the rest by around 5 months, while the southeast Indian

OCean ssr lags predictors of the Pacific. The interannual stability of the

predictors is not always guaranteed. Monthly analysis of the model predictors

(GPH, ssr, and OLR) for TC days suggests predictability is optimal in certain

months (fig 5.7).

An anti-phase association is found between South America and Indian OCean

particularly dUring ENSO years. The propagation of a zonal wave three pattern

in GPH in the southem hemisphere determines the downstream·oscillation and

bifurcation of the subtropical jet stream which modulates westerly wind shear

over the SWIO.

The fish catch of the region are negatively associated with TC days. More TC

days implies less fish catch. In rontrast, the South east African fish catch is

positively linked with the southeast Pacific GPH propagation.

Chapter 6

This chapter looks at a>mposite daily variability of TCs aa:ording to track. TCs

are steered westward by the presence of a strong persistent and quazi

stationary anticyclone in the southem SWIO. The westward-moving TC suffers

from a IacI< of NW monsoon flow due to the Madagascar high lands. On the

otherhand, TCs are steered southwest by the high pressure anomaly which

shifts southeastward at the surface after peak TC intensity. In the upper

troposphere the winds shift gradually from east to NNE. An important feature
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associated with the southwestward TC composite is the development and

propagation of a core of pronounced easterly wind anomalies across the

Arabian Sea, linked to the northern subtropical jet stream. The SW-moving TC

maintains its intensity almost throughout the sequence due to enhanced

kinematic and thennodynamic processes.

The southward-moving TC is characterized by rapid changes in the kinematic

and thermodynamic processes during the sequence around peak intensity. The

TC drculation weakens rapidly due to increased cool air advection and

increased wind shear.

The southwest-moving TC has an enhanced symmetrical rain band compared to

the other trajectories. The southward-moving TC is lacking a rain band. It is

associated with dry conditions up to peak intensity and wet conditions after in

the equatorial SWIO due to the rapid formation of the ITCZ. The other tracks

are characterized with wet conditions up to peak intensity and dry conditions

after.

Chapter 7

In chapter 7, the focus is laid on TC impacts at daily time scales. Comparison

between QuikSCAT and NCEP winds around case study TCs reveals that the

NCEP model underestimates winds by a factor of 2.2. The computed swell

height is underestimated by a factor of 1.7. Comparison with NCEP/NOM wave

height for selected TCs shows that swell heights are significantly

underestimated. Storm surge is also significantly underestimated by 4 times

using NCEP winds compared to QuikSCAT winds. Wave height and peak wave
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direction fields predicted by NCEPjNOAA Wave Watch 3 model suggests

significant improvement in marine weather prediction probably as a result of

high resolutiOn wind data inputs.

A comparison between US Navy predicted and observed TC locations show that

cyclone is predicted to re-curve too early and move too slowly. The mean error

from the 12 to 48 hours forecast is about 200 km. TRMM satellite products

reveal high intensity rainfall associated with a spiral rain band in the SWIO. The

rainfall intensity in the spiral rain band in the vicinity of Seychelles is as much

as 30 mm per hour, totalling 50-100 mm per day.

8.4 Synthesis and Discussion

The predictability of TC days has improved significantly for the following

reasons. Firstly, new predictors have temporal (biennial to decadal) variability

similar to TC days. The biennial cycle of TC days is modulated by the phase of

the QBO and the transient coupled Rossby wave which modulates SST and

enhances cyclonic circulation in the SWIO (fig 3.15). Jury et al (1999) found an

association between SST in the south East Indian Ocean and TC days.

However, their model algorithm did not to capture this predictor. The coupled

ocean Rossby wave connection with cyclone prediction was then suggested by

Xie et al., (2001). However, the ocean-atmosphere interactions in the Indian

Ocean play a secondary role in predicting TC days variability.

The other driving force of SWIO TC variability is the anti-phase association with

amvection over the Amazon particularly during ENSO years. The physical

mechanism is through the Atlantic zonal circulation as shown in figure 8.1.
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Fig 8.1: Conceptual model of the tropical Ocean-Atmosphere system before Intense
TC season in SWIO

An important cause ofTC variability is associated with the dominant zonal wave

number 3 in GPH which foretells the downstream oscillation and bifurcation

(splitting) of the southern subtropical jet stream modUlating wind shear over

the SWIO. We recall and note that Rakotondrafara (2001) found that named

tropical cyclones were surprisingly found to be positively correlated with the

vertical wind shear over the TC development area dUring the TC season, thus

casting suspicions on the accuracy of the upper level wind data (1966 to 1998).

Figure 8.2 shows the propagation of the jet stream in the southern hemisphere

prior to and during cydone season. The number and positions of the major

Rossby long waves and slight changes in amplitude/longitude position have

major repercussion downstream. The schematic diagram shows the slow

eastward propagation of the trough in the southeastern-Atlantic ocean to
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center over Mozambique O1annel during the cyclone season. Dry/wet areas

before and during TC season are over Amazon and Zimbabwe! equatorial Africa

respectively.

•••
••

Before
•••• ••••••••••••

••• •• •••
\
•

Reduced
westerlies and
wind shear

..

FIQ 8.2: Propagation of subtropical jet stream before and dUring re season in SWIG.
Shaded areas represent dry and wet areas.

The in-season patterns of wind anomaly at 200 hPa for high TC days shows the

subtropical jet stream over southern Africa and increased wind speed at the exit

of the trough over the Mozambique Channel. A notable duct pattern is found in

the equatorial SWIO (fig 8.3 a).
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In the case of low TC days the wind anomaly pattern is characterized with an

intense zonal Sf] at 40-45°5 (fig 8.3 b) with an upper level cyclonic flow

polewards of the jet. Anti-cyclonic flow is found over southeastern Africa.

The in-season patterns of wind anomaly at 200 hPa for the difference in fields

(high-Iow TC days) suggest bifurcation or splitting of jet between polar front jet

(PFJ) and subtropical jet (SfJ) (fig 8.3 c). The PFJ retreats and shifts pole

wards, while the SfJ is locked over southeastern Africa. The air speeds up

(confluent pattern) on leaving trough just to the south of Madagascar causing

anti-cyclonic development on the cold side/rearward of the trough axis and

cyclonic development on the wamn side/forward of the trough axis. The trough

over Mozambique Channel acts as an attractor for re to move west as indicated

in the composite evolution ofTC distinguished by track.

Another important pattern revealed in the difference in field is the duct flow

pattern in the near equatorial SWIO which promotes positive vorticity anomalies

of +6.0X10 6 s-1 over the equatorial SWIO (seychelles) and negative vorticity of

-2.0X10 6 s-1 northwest of Madagascar and central SWIO as shown in figure 8.4.

Consequently convergence anomaly in the central SWIO cyclone basin

increases to -l.X 10-6 S-I while cyclonic circulation (stream function) increases

to +l.2X10 6 s-l
• This agrees with earlier results of Rakotondrafara (2001) who

found substantial differences in the low-level vorticity between active and

inactive years of named TCs.

Meandering of jet stream occurs when north-south temperature gradient are

less pronounced compared to winter when the flow is stronger in winter. It is

not clear what may cause jet stream to block, split and shift polewards. When

jet stream has meridional characteristics the pattern become locked in one
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geographical area giving persistent weather depending on location of

trough/ridge of the loop. Orlanski (1998) found that the bifurcation of jet could

be the effect of baroclinic eddies which exert a cyclonic forcing at the western

poleward side of the Pacific storm and anti-cyclonic forcing at the eastern

equatorward side of the stonn track and is consistent with the trough-ridge

system. The jet streams vary in strength and direction due to feedback

mechanisms such as injection of energy from tropical disturbances, distribution

of SST anomalies and temperature gradient.

Figure 8.5 (a) summarizes schematically the causes and mechanisms of intense

TC variability in SWIO. It should be noted that this work can explain only 48 %

of the TC variability. Therefore, more than 50 % of the TC variance is

unaa:ounted. Pert1aps chaotic processes could explain some of the

unaccounted variance.

Figure 8.5 (b) is a schematic diagram showing how TC days may increase or

decrease in the SWIO. For instance TC days are likely to increase by the

following combinations:

• normal to La Nina type of mode in eastern Pacific OCean (influences

southeast Pacific GPH and Amason convection etc)

• Iow GPH in the southeast Pacific (decreases wind shears)

• increased SST in the southeast Indian OCean (extra energy for TC

development and intensification)

• dry Amason monsoon (enhances direct zonal circulation)

• a westerly phase of QBO
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The interaction of the northern sub-tropical jet stream is remarkable in the case

of TC moving southwestward, whUe non-existent for westward-moving TC. The

southward-moving TC shows a similar pattern but is contrasted by westerly

wind anomalies in the southern sub-tropical region. The interaction of the sub

tropical jet stream increases equatorial tropospheric outflow (divergence) and

increase inter-hemispheric inflow ( - V • (vk) ) which may cause TC to intensify

(gain in KE) with help from the Hadley circulation. FlQure 8.6 illustrates how TC

intensity and track may be affected by the weakening/strengthening of the

northern subtropical jet stream.

.,
Fig 8.6: Interaction of northern sub-tropical Jet stream with TC in SNIO.
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8.5 Condusion

The intense TC index is dlaracterized with biennial to decadal cycles that may

be related with the QBO (Jury et al 1999) and the ocean thermohaline

circulation respectively. It is found that the decade 1960-69 was the most

active (STD +0.3) while 1980-89 was the least active (STD ~0.7) in terms of

intense tropical cyclone days in SWIO.

In general, the in-season analysis results agrees well with earlier findings of

Rakotondrafara (2001) who found substantial differences in SST, the low-level

vortidty and wind drculation between active and inactive years of named TCs.

An improved multivariate model has been developed for prediction of TC days

in the SWIO region (48 % of TC days variability explained). The model has

improved by about 42 % compared the predecessor model (Jury et aI1999).

The dominant factor controlling TC days variability is the geopotential height

zonal wave number 3 pattern that foretells of reduced wind shear over SWIO

through the mechanisms of bifurcation of jet stream and enhanced tropical

upper easterlies flower westerlies and cydonic vorticity over SWIO. This

mechanism may also be related to the variability of intense cyclones in the east

Australian basin.

A related mechanism is the anti-phase association between the South American

monsoon and SWlO TC days through the Atlantic zonal circulation particularly

during ENSO years. Decadal variability in TC days is influenced by the Atlantic

Zonal drculation and SST in the Pacific Ocean.
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The role of the transient roupled Rossby wave and its associated westward co

propagating cyclonic drculation is of imporlance to TC days prediction and fish

resources of the region. Rsh catch is negatively associated with TC days. The

East-African fish catch responds to the GPH zonal wave three patterns.

The interaction of the northern sub-tropical jet stream is suggested to influence

the intensity and track ofTC in the SWIO. The southwest-moving TC maintains

its intensity compared to the other tracks. There exist large temporal and

spatial variability of rainfall distinguished by tracks. Intense rainfall of up to 30

mm h -I is observed in spiral rain bands in the near equatorward region of

SWIO.

The drculation around 300 km radius of TC is poorly resolved in NWP by a

factor of 2 compared to space borne and insitu-measurements causing marine

weather and cyclonic impacts to be often underestimated.

8.6 Recommendations

a) Data and Observation

Recently the Indian Ocean has gained much interest due to its unique

dimate such as the Indian OCean dipole, monsoon variability and its

potential in marine resources etc. There has been a number of proposals

and developing projects (GOO5-Africa, WIOMAP, IQ-GOOS) that is expected

to enhance data and observation in the Indian OCean. Here, a few points

are highlighted flowing from this research.
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• Satellite data access should be extended to researchers and should

indude peripheral zones ofTes.

• 5eychelles (Adabra atoll) and northern Madagascar needs to be further

equipped to monitor cross hemispheric flow.

• TI1ere is a need to implement insitu data observation in SWIO as

recommended in WIQMAP, GOOS-Africa, IQ-GOOS SCience Plans.

• TI1ere is a need to verify the link between the geopotential height zonal

wave number 3 pattern with the east Australian basin intense tropical

cyclone days

Modeling

(i) TI1ere is a need to carry out numerical modeling on the geopotential height

zonal wave number 3 pattern that foretells of reduced wind shear over SWIO

through the mechanisms of bifurcation of jet stream.

(ii) Model the northern subtropical jet stream and its sensitivity to daily TC

intensity and track. The important question is:

• How does the variability of the Arabian Sea jet stream influence TC

intensify and track in the SWIO ?

cl Assessing and Mitigation strategies

Public institutions face thousands of risks every day, ranging from minor issues

to catastrophes. Effective management of these risks allows the institution to

rontinue functioning, even when the unexpected happens. The same steps of

risk management can be applied to a wide array of risks. The two main steps
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are: assess and mitigate. Assessing risk involves detennining ones exposure to

a risk. Mitigation are steps taken to reduce the threat, reducing vulnerability to

the threat, reducing the likelihood of the risk, or reducing the impact of the

threat. This could be achieved through the following:

(ii) Daily drculation characteristics of TC amid be made of useful by

implementing the following:

• Meteorological· centers may use circulation around TC as a gUide in

predicting intensity, track and evaluating impacts distinguished by track.

• Aviation and marine users may use drculation maps as climatology for

navigation guides.

(iii) Meteorological/marine centers should be aware and make adjustment to:

• the operational numerical weather predictions of wind analysis (NCEP,

ECMWF) around 300 km radius of TC and related marine weather

impacts (swell-driven stonn surges).

• differences in estimating rainfall intensities by indirect methcxls (CMAP

Infrared), TMI- high resolution passive microwave and mcxlel rainfall).

(iv) There is a need to improve disaster monitoring in the SWIO. This could

be achieved by:

• RA! (SWIO) cyclone committee to intrcxluce or reinforce a regional

benchmark in disaster evaluation.

• Annual review publication of TC by Meteo-France ReuniOn needs to

extend presentation to indude disaster statistics.
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1lle study of the underlying causes, mechanisms, prediction of intense tropical

cyclone days variability, and the daily circulation climatology surroundings TC

distinguished by track has proved to be worthwhile. The comparison between

various methods of data measurement and prediction schemes has offered a

unique opportunity for impact assessment of daily cyclonic marine-weather in

theSWIO.
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